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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
December 4, 1972

TO:

All Members of the Faculty

FROM:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:

December Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Facul t y will be held Tuesd ay,
December 12, at 3:00 £.m. in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:
.1-4

1.

Approval of summarized minutes of meeting of November 21, 197 2.
(Minutes attached.)

.5-7

2·

Report and recommendation on classified research (postponed
from November 21 meeting) -- Professor Houghton and Professor
Blum.
(Statements attached.)

8

3.

Proposal for the establishment of a Division of computing and
Information Science -- Professor Morrison.
(Statement a t tached.)

4.

Replacement on standing committee -- representat ive of t :1e
Policy Committee .

. 9-

5

12

.

Recommendations from the curricula committee regarding
(1) Study of On-the-Job Training Courses and Associate Degrees
and (2) Possible Limitation on Transfer of OJT Courses toward
B.U.S. Degree -- Professor Griego.
(Statements attached.)

13

6.

Proposed changes in drop-add regulations -- Professor Devries
for the Registration Task Force.
(Statement attached.)

,14-

7.

Proposal for a Department of Linguistics in the College of Arts
and Sciences -- Dean Wollman.
(Statement attached.)

8.

Resolution concerning general academic regulations appearing
in general catalog -- Dean MacGregor for the committee on
Entrance and credits.
(Statement attached.)

23
24

· 259.
27

Proposal for a Bachelor of Engineering degree -- Dean Dov e for
the College of Engineering.
(Statement attached.)
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THE UNIVERS I TY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
December 12, 1972
(Summarized Minutes)
The December 12, 1972, meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by President Heady at 3:06 p.m., with a quorum
present.
The summarized minutes of the November 21 meeting were approved
without formal motion.
Professor Houghton, chairman of the Research Policy Committee,
reported that the Committee had reviewed the matter of classified
research, consideration of which was postponed at the November 21
fa~ulty meeting until the present (December 12) meeting. He
said that the review had been concerned with (1) a clear definition
of classified research, (2) classified research under the auspices
of an academic unit, and (3) morality of research. The Committee's
conclusion, he said, was to request that "the whole matter of
classified research be withdrawn from the agenda, due to the complexity of the question, and that it be referred back to the
Research Policy Committee for further study and further revision
before presentation to the Faculty." A motion to so refer the
matter was accordingly made by Professor Houghton on the Committee's
behalf and was duly seconded.
Professor Blum requested an opportunity to present, on his and
~rofessor Merkx's behalf, the following substitute motion included
in the agenda:
"Resolved: There shall be no classified research
carried out by any academic unit of the University of New Mexico
and no such research presently classified may be used as the basis
for a thesis or dissertation at the University. In this context
clas~i~ied refers to any materials whose free dissemination is
Prohibited by any agency of the United Sta~es government ~or
rea~ons of military security." On the advice of the J?arli~mentarian, President Heady ruled that the substitute motion might
not be presented at this meeting if the motion to refer were
adopted.
The motion to refer then being approved by the Faculty, Professor
Blum said that he was serving notice that he intended to bring
up his resolution as ~ew business at the next faculty meeting.
Pr~fessor Morrison on behalf of the Ad Hoc Committee on Computing
Science Instructio; and with the endorsement of a majority of the
Computing Science Advisory committee and the Curricu~a Committee,
Pro~osed the establishment of the Division of Computing a~d Informa~ion Science (replacing the existing Division of Compu~ing
Sc~ence which is simply an information center for computing
.
science education) as a teaching unit reporting to the Vice Presi-
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dent for Academ ic Affairs, with the purpos e o f c a rrying out a
program of instru c tion in c omput ing s c i e nc e~ I t was recommended
that the Division should report to the Vice President for
Academic Affairs for a period of three years, at the end of which
period the functioning of t h e Divisi o n would be reviewed and a
decision made to continue the arrangement or to transfer the
Division to an existing College or to otherwise reorganize, restructure, or discontinue it. It was pointed out that the reccomendation does not carry with it at this time the approval of
specific curricula or d e gree programs; these will be recommended
in due course. With this understanding, the proposal was approved
by the Faculty.
Professor Regener, for the Policy Committee, nominated Professor
Daniel Berch (Education al Foundations) as a replacement for
Professor Richard Rodriguez (Special Education) on the Research
Policy Committee. This nomination was approved.
Professor Griego, on behalf ·Of the Curricula Committee, said
that the Committee had been asked to investigate the problems of
~tud~nt transfer between existing programs caused by (1) the authorization of Associate degrees, {2) implementation of On-the-Job
Training courses in the community by several departments, and
(3) the establishment of the B.U.S. degree through the University
College. Professor Griego said that the Committee had no wish
to inhibit the implementation of Associate programs or the use
of OJT courses or the transfer of students from Associate to other
~niversity programs and that the problem would easily be ~olved
if all departments were consistent in their course-numbering
syste~, particularly with regard to OJT courses. To t~is end,
he said, the regulations set forth on pages 10 and 11 in the agenda
Were recommended.
After discussion several amendments to the recommendations on
Page 10 were app~oved:
(1) the substitution of "Associate"
f~r "AA" programs throughout, to indicate the inclusion of Assoc~ate of Science as well as Associate of Arts programs;
(2) ~eletion of "limiting such courses to one semester" in the last_ line
of paragraph 1; and (3) subs ti tut ion of "may" for "shou~d" in
the next to last line of the introductory paragraph. With the
above amendments, the recommendations on page 10 { "Transfer
from Associate Programs to Other University Status'_') were appr<?ved
by the Faculty, as were those on page 11 ("Regulations Concerning
On-the-Job Training (OJT) Courses")·
f~l~tive to the Curricula committee's recommendation on "Po~sible
imitation on Transfer of OJT Courses toward B.U.S. Degree,
Professor Griego moved that students wishing to obtain a Bachelor
of University Studies degree may use only 8 hours of OJT courses
a~ the 100-level or above for credit toward this degree. After
discussion, the Faculty approved a motion to refer the matter back
to the Curricula Committee for further consideration.
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Professor Devries, chairman of the Registration Task Force (and
also chairman of the Registration Committee} recommended as a
short-term policy the adoption of proposed changes in the drop/ add
regulations as detailed in items 1-3 at the bottom of page 13
in the faculty meeting agenda. He noted that these proposed
regulations would not apply to students in the Schools of Law
and Medicine, which have their own policies, and he explained
further that the Task Force would continue its long-range studies.
After discussion, the recommendations of the Registration Task
Force were adopted by a vote of 90 to 58, with Professor Regener
voicing an objection to the use of opinion polls sent in connection
with agenda items.
Dean Wollman, for the College of Arts and Sciences, proposed the
establishment of a Department of Linguistics within the College,
noting approval by the College of Arts and Sciences and the College
of Education.
Professor Griego also recorded the enthusiastic
approval of the Curricula Committee though without the approval
of any specific new courses at this time. Vice President Travelstead also gave assurance that no new faculty or graduate assistant positions wc uld be authorized for the Department for the
c~ming year but said that a college within its own allocation,
might consider redistribution of positions within that college.
After discussion of these and other aspects of the proposed
new department, including library resources, and with the understanding that the approval of new courses or of a specific degree
program was not an issue at this time, the Faculty voted to approve
the establishment of the Department of Linguistics.
Dean MacGregor, on behalf of the Committee on Entrance and Credits,
recommended that the following resolution be approved:
"The
General Academic Regulations which appear in the general cata~og
(pages 155-169 in the 1972 issue) have been adopted by the University Faculty by affirmative vote. They are not to be interpreted as mere recommendations; they are binding regulations upon
all colleges, schools and departments, individual members of the
faculty, and students; and they will so remain until modifi~d b y
vo~e of the Fpculty. Individuals, departments, and/ or committees
Which might prefer different regulations should move for change
through established channels. 11
~rofessor Howarth then moved, as an amendment, that the following be added to the resolution:
Since these regulations were
~dopted by the Faculty, any differences of opinion about their
interpretation shall be resolved by an agency of the Faculty .
The Faculty Policy committee is requested to set up a subcommittee
for this purpose. 11
11

De an Adams commented that the committee on Entrance and Cre d its
'
.
is
a~ready the Faculty committee charged with ~nterp:etation of
g neral academic regulations and that on this basis the amendment
Was unnecessary.

9

It was then moved by Professor Darling that the resolution of the
Entrance and Credits Committee as well as the Howarth amendment
be referred to the Policy Committee for its consideration with
a request for a subsequent report back to the Faculty. The motion
was seconded and carried by a vote of 66 to 47.
Dean Dove, for the College of Engineering, recommended approval
of the offering of the new degree of Bachelor of Engineering.
Professor Griego noted the strong approval of the Curricula
Committee which "commended the College of Engineering for the
imaginative way it proposes to handle the broad, interdisciplinary
needs of their students by utilizing existing resources and departmental structures." Thereupon the Faculty voted to approve the
new degree.
The meeting adjourned at 5:13 p.m.

John No Durrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
December 12, 1972
The December 12, 1972, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by President Heady at 3:06 p.m., with a
quorum present.
PRESIDENT HEADY The meeting will please come to order.
First item is the approval of the summarized minutes of the
meeting of November 21, 1972. Those summarized minutes were
attached with the call to the meeting.
Is there a motion to
approve or correct the minutes? Then I assume then that
without objection, the minutes are approved as distributed.
No objections.

Approval of
Minutes

Second item.
Report and recommendation on classified
research.
This was on the agenda for the November twenty-first
meeting and the motion was adopted at that meeting postponing
consideration until this meeting.
I will call on Professor
Houghton, chairman of the Research Policy committee.
MR. HOUGHTON I'd like to read a few sentences from the
minutes of the last meeting of the Research Policy committee.
"The Chairman reported that Dr. Travelstead had made a
motion at the general faculty meeting to table the report
until the next faculty meeting due to a lack of RPC representation at that meeting. Since the report had not
been adopted, the entire matter was reviewed by the RPC
and a lengthy discussion of the document followed, revolving around (1) clear definition of classified research;
(2) classified research under auspices of an academic
unit; (3) morality of research. Dr. Hulsbos then made a
motion that ~we request that the whole matter of Classified Research be withdrawn from the agenda due to the
complexity of the question and that it be referred back
to the Research Policy committee for further study and
further revision before presentation to the faculty.,, ..
This motion was seconded and passed unanimously.
I then, as chairman, move that the item of classified
research be referred back to the Research Policy Committee for
further revision.

ClassifiE
Researc
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HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

PROFESSOR BLUM
On behalf of Professor Merkx and myself,
I would like to offer a substitute motion as listed on page
seven.

HEADY Well, I think we need to dispose of this motion
to refer, first.
BLUM
I refer to the parlia
a substitute nx>tion.

ntarian, but I am offering

HEADY
I don't think a substitute motion for a motion
to refer is in order.
BLUM Well, do I have the privilege to make this
motion, Mro Chairman?
HEADY
If th! motion to refer is adopted, you would
not have, at this meeting. If it is not adopted, then we
will consider -- we will have further consideration of the
item concerning classified research, and you would certainly
have an opportunity to make a substitute motion to the
Research Policy Committee reconnnendation.
PROFESSOR KYNER
I am confused.
s I understand
Professor Blum's resolution is separate from the approval or
disapproval of the final report, so I don't see how it would
be excluded by a motion to table or restudy the final report.
BLUM

Could we have a parliamentary ruling on this?

HEADY
Yes, I would be glad to have advice from the
parliamentarian.
PROFESSOR DICK Well, the substitute motion is a form
of amendment and having precedence over that is the motion
to refer, and therefore the consideration should be made at
this time should be on the motion to refer.
HEADY
That is not a debatable motion except as
restricted to the body to which it is -- or to whom the
referral would be made.
Is there any discussion on th t point? You understand
the motion? Refer this matter to the Research Policy
Committee and if it's adopted, I presume we would then wait
to hear furt~r from the Research Policy Connnittee.
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HOUGHTON
Then the Research Policy Committee would
respond by presenting back to the general Faculty at some
future time.

HEADY We will vote on the motion to refer. Those
in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The mot ion is
carried.
BLUM Mr. Chairman, point of information. Will I
be allowed to introduce it as new business at the next Faculty
meeting?

HEADY

I beg your pardon~

BLUM Will I be allowed to introduce the motion which
I intended to offer today, as new business at the next
Faculty meeting? I intend to do so, if it is allowable.

HE4DY
I really don't know how I should respond to
that. Ordinarily, we do allow any business to be brought
up at any Faculty meeting, but in this case, we have just
adopted a motion to refer this matter to the Research
Policy Committee, and presumably to take it up again when
the Research Policy Committee reports to us on it.

ADAMS

Mr. President, this may be a technicality
but I notice on the agenda that both Mr. Houghton's name and
Professor Blum's name are given, so perhaps they are two items
rather than one.
DEAN

HEADY Well, we certainly were alerted to the fact
that at this meeting, if this matter were considered, at
any length, we would have a proposal from the Research
Policy Committee and Professor Blum on the basis of the last
meeting, as well as the material submitted this meeting,
also gave notice that he was going to make a substitute
resolution, so I assume that all that information was in
the minds of the members of the Faculty when they voted on
a motion to refer.
~
Mr. Chairman, would you explain again why
Professor Blum's resolution is today classified as a
substitute motion? I see no evidence of that.

HEADY Well, he tried last time to make it a
substitute motion, and h said earlier th t th twas his
intention at this meeting, and the motion to refer, as I
understand it, was a motion to refer the matter concerning
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policy on classified research to the Research Policy
Committee.
KYNER
I had the impression it was a further
report. I don't understand how they can refer a whole subject
and prevent any action on the whole subject.
I don't think there's anything unusual
It's been done before by this body.

HEADY

that.

bout

BLUM May I ask a point of personal privilege, ask
Professor Houghton something, whether or not he really thinks
that after three years of deliberation -- is that correct ? -that something new can now be learned by the Research Policy
Committee? I am really curious. I am not asking this
maliciously.
HOUGHTON
I am not acting specifically in terms of my
personal preference. I am acting simply to place a decision,
a unanimously-passed decision of that subcommittee on the floor.
BLUM
But would you tell me something about the
rationale? I am really curious.
HOUGHTON
I think there's real concern over your
matter that has been reintroduced into the connnittee and
there's real concern over the definitions that are used in
the context of the classified research in the original document.

I don't think I can connnent further now,
Julius, about what I would rule on that motion. I would try
to think about it and consult with the parliamentarian.
HEADY

BLUM
bring it up

I would like to serve notice that I intend to
s new business at the next Faculty meeting.

HEADY
Thank you. Third item, proposal for the
establishment of a Division of Computing and Information
Science. · Professor Morrison.

Divi sion of
Computing and
Informa t ion
Science

PROFESSOR MORRISON
The proposal which you have before
you has a long history and I am not going to take your time
to review all of that history. Briefly, interest in computing
science, teaching of computing science, has been growing at
the University of New Mexico, as elsewhere, for very many years o
The significant events that led to this proposal are the
following:
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January 12, 1970, some two-and-a-half to three years
ago, the vice president made the following announcement. He
said for some years the university has been developing its
program in computing science, and for the lat two years, the
program has been coordinated under the direction of a computing
science conunittee.
On

Well, he went on to say that recently the computing
science advisory committee was appointed to determine the
overall policy for the university's computing science program
in consultation with the computing science committee, and now
joint recommendations of these two committees have led to the
following administrative decisions:
, approval has been given to the Department of
Electrical Engineering to change its name to Department of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. This change
reflects the department's interest in teaching and researching
in the design construction and use of computers; and
B, the Division of Computing Science will be renamed
the Division of Computing and Information Science to reflect
the fact that its activities will be very broad and highly
interdisciplinary.
It will have a director and faculty
on both full-time and joint appointments, and will offer a
complete program-at all levels as soon as practicable, including
a graduate program in the nonhardware aspects of computer
science complementing the program in electrical engineering.
To assist in reaching these goals, the Department of
Mathematics will assemble a nucleus for the division staff and
these people will be responsible for the development towards
the division's proposed objectives while continuing to teach
computing science courses.
The statement to that effect, namely that there is
another division of computing science, and it will, as soon
as practicable, be offering a degree and courses and have a
faculty of its own, has appeared in the University Bulletin
since that day -- in other words, in the last three
University Bulletins, the Mathematics Department has acquired
the nucleus that was described there. It has been teaching
the courses that were described there, along with the courses
taught in the Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computing Science and elsewhere, over the past two-and-a-half
years, and in May of 1971, the vice president appointed a
committee known as the d Hoc Committee on Computing Science
Education, consisting of representatives of the Colleges of
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courses like digital logic that are partly engineering and
partly computer science, and it's hard to know whether to
count those or not, but in any event, there are about that
number of faculty members involved.
In the Department of Mathematics there are listed
in the current Bulletin, twenty-one courses in computing
science. There will be three more in the next issue of
the Bulletin. About half of these are at the undergraduate
level. Thirteen of them are being taught this semester for
a full-time enrollment for a total enrollment of two hundred
sixty-eight persons; two hundred thirty in the undergraduate
courses and thirty-eight in the graduate courses.
And there's a similar number of courses being offered
in the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computing
Science. There are also a few courses in computing science
offered in the College of Business and . dministrative
Sciences, and in the College of Education, and Department
of Mechanical Engineering, and several other placeso
Seven persons last spring received the degree of
Master of Science in Mathematics with computing science
option, and three will receive the degree at the end of this
semester.
We feel that the level of activity, the interest
indicated in having a teaching unit devoted primarily to
computing science both on the part of Faculty nd students
and interested persons around the university, now justify
the proposal before you which is that such a unit be created,
that it be a Division of Computing Science and report to
the Academic Vice President for a period of three years,
at the end of which time its activities will be reviewed
and a decision will be made either to continue that arrangement, or to make some other arrangements such as transferring
it to another college, or if it is not proved to ·be all that
we suspected it to be, to discontinue it.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to call on the chairman
of the Curriculum Committee to express their position on
this proposal, and also on the cademic Vice President who
has been in on the original developmento
HEADY
You are nnving that we adopt the proposal
that is on page eight of the material that was distributed?
MORRISON

Right.
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HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY

That motion is open for consideration.

PROFESSOR GRIEGO
Connnittee responds?
HEADY

Might I ask if the Curriculum

Yes, Professor Griego, chairman of the Curricula

Committee.
GRIEGO
I don't have the exact wording of the motion
that we passed, but I can give you the intent of it. The
Curricula Connnittee, in general, the general feeling on the
part of the Curricula Connnittee members is to be reluctant
to append academic programs directly to the office of the
cademic Vice President. We feel that in general it's
best to try to work through the existing college system so
that any academic unit will have an intervening college dean
to report to. But that's the general feeling of the
Curricula Connnittee.
But in spite of that, the Curricula Counnittee
recognizes that there's a practical need to get on with the
computing science effort, so in view of this practical need,
and especially in view of the fact that the plans are for
a review of this arrangement after three years, that the
Curricula Connnittee decided to go ahead and give an
approval or recommend an approval of the Computer Science
Division proposal as it stands now.
This approval -- this reconnnendation for approval
does not carry with it any recommendation for approval of
specific curricula· specifically as recorded to any
courses; any new courses that will have to be designed and
implemented would have to be presented to the Curricula
Connnittee later. So that's the feeling of the Curricula
Connnittee, then, gives this kind of conditional approval
to the proposalo
HE'ADY

Vice President Travelstead.

VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
I wish to support the
motion and I would like to make two or three brief observations. In the first place, I agree thoroughly with the
position of the Curricula Connnittee. I have talked to that
group at length about this whole matter of appending new
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entities to my office. I neither push for this nor do I
think it's any permanent solution, and if there is any other
solution to this, I would be for it.
I think, on a temporary basis, because of the intracollege -- and this is the best beginning -- I would like to
say that one of the things we have struggled with, and I have
been involved one way or the other for three years with this
particular matter, is to do two things: prepare sound programs
of preparation for those expecting to specialize in area of
computing and information science; and second, just as
important, to provide appropriate service courses for those
not expecting to specialize.
The schools of business and education were particularly
concerned with this point, and I think the resolution before
you does include both of these.
I would like to call your attention to the list of
persons on this advisory committee, because the committee that
Mr . Morrison spoke of is a smaller committee that did the
work. They reported back to the Advisory Committee and this
group has been working on it for two years, and even though
all these people did not support this, a substantial majority
did: Charles Beckel of Physics; Dave Benedetti, Graduate;
Stoughton Bell of Computer Mathematics and Computing Center;
Vic Bolie of Electrical Engineering and Co~~ter Science;
James Cooper of the College of~~ation; ~ Dove; Lambert
K~ns; Arnold Koschmann; Ge
May.r;. Donald Waring;
llil;EB!i~Peters; Robert Rehder; and Natha{twollman, just to
show you the breadth of the discussion on this, and that
group, after almost two years, finally thought this was the
best step.
With respect to the budget -- and this is my last
observation -- in taking the step next year if this Faculty
votes to do it, there will be no additions for this entity,
no new faculty added. We are merely transferring some folks
now in Mathematics. Mr . Koschmann agreed on this and in
fact, this has been the hope and intent of the chairman of
that department for two or three years. There will be no
new faculty added to this division, if it's added next year •
•
HEADY

Further discussion?

PROFESSOR PETERSON
Bruce Peterson, Electrical
Engineering. In the proposal that is written in the agenda,
there is no mention of a degree program and yet Professor
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Morrison's presentation and some of the things Vice President
Travelstead indicated, this is the real intent of the division.
It was my understanding previous to this, that the
division was for the purpose of offering courses which wou ld
help mainly other departments. Could we have some clarification
on this?

HEADY
I think that may be important. I was curious,
too, as to whether reference to a master's degree in computing
science would fall under the authorization t = ·• h ·. · -1ver s-ity ·
now has to give advanced degrees or whether that -- if it were
done -- would have to have approval from the Board of
Education and Finance.
MORRISON
We expect this division to operate in the
same way as any academic unit when it sees the need for a
degree, to propose it
We do not try to advance guess what
the division is going to do before it has been formed. We
feel that the Faculty that go into the division, should
make these decisions, but we do anticipate that if the
division is approved, it will be proposing for your approval,
degree programs in computing science.
0

BLUM
May I ask, as a point of information, what do
you expect will happen to the maters in applied mathematics
option in computing science?
MORRISON
I think that's completely openo It's
possible that we will decide to abandon ito It's possible
we will decide to retain it, if · we feel it serves a need
different from the need for a degree in the computing degree.
HEADY
Peterson?

Does that respond to your question, Professor

PETERSON

Yes •

HEADY
Other discussion? Ready to vote? Those in
favor of the proposal, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."
The motion is carriedo
Number four, replacement on standing committee. Who
is representing the Policy Committee? Professor Regenero
PROFESSOR REGENER
I was asked by Ralph Lewis, who
is not able to be here, to nominate, on behalf of the Faculty
Policy Connnittee, Daniel Berch as a replacement for Richard

Replacement
on Research
Policy Committee
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Rodriguez on the Research Policy Connnittee.
That has been moved.

HEADY

Is there a second?

(Seconded.)

HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor, please say
"aye"; opposed, "no." M:>tion is carried.
Number five, recommendations from the Curricula
Counnittee regarding: one, study of on-the-job training
courses and associate degrees; and two, possible limitation
on transfer of O.J.T courses toward B.U.S. degree.
Professor Griego

Rec ommendations Concerning OJT course
and As s ociate
Degrees; Tran~
fer of OJT
Courses to
This matter was brought to the Faculty once B . U.S Degree
0

0

GRIEGO
before and that document contains some language, apparently,
that some people felt needed to be changed, made a little
bit more positive. So the matter was referred back to the
Curricula Committee.

Thiswh:>lebusiness began under the auspices of Hubert
Alexander who was the chairman of the Curricula Committee
and headed up the committee that came up with these reconnnendations, and the basic problem is this: is that recently a
lot of associate of arts and associate of science degree
progr ms have been established at the university. These
programs are looked at individually by the Curricula
Committee, and recommendations for their approval or
nonapproval are made by the Curricula Connnittee. The
nature of these programs often is that they are soft money
programs, federally-funded programs.
This whole matter of associate degree programs is a
new kind of phenomena here at the university. We are
trying to cope with it. Also, there is a trend to offer
on-the-job training courses in several departments and we
feel that some kind of regulations, academic regulations in
regard to O.J T. courses is called for.
0

And, also, the bachelor of university studies program
had been established before there were any of these .A.
or .S. programs.

There's a question, then, of how one transfers
from these speci 1 programs into other portions of
the university, and also what implications this has for

0
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the B.U.S. program, especially in regards to transferal of
credit of, say. O.J.T. courses toward the B.U.S. programs.
I guess there was a fear -- I don't know whether I
should make this explicit or not, but underlying as to the
concern about the bachelor of university studies degree and
in a.sense having some kind of protection, quote, unquote,
f or it as regards some of these other programs.
This document that -- that I would like to present to
you for your consideration really should be considered in
three parts on the first three pages, and then each part
should be considered separately.
The first part on page ten deals with transfer from
A•• programs to other university status. That should be
"Transferred from A. • and A .S. Programs."
It's clear that the Curricula Counnittee meant this
document to apply to not only associate of arts degree
programs, but also associate of science degree programs.
It lays out some recounnendations about transferal
and makes sone comments about level of work that is to be
accomplished in these programs.
Item number one has to do with transferal from these
programs to other university status; two and three really
have to do with the level and the numbering of the level
of courses in these programs.
Going on to page eleven, these regulations that we are
reconnnending have to do with on-the-job training courses.
ssentially, the same kind of considerations regarding
O.J.T. courses as to what level they should be taught at,
and what procedure should go into making evaluations of
students in those O.J.T. courseso
I hope that you have had some opportunity to read
these before now.
Then, on page twelve, is a question about the B.U.S.
program going further into what I kind of indicated the
situation there was -- and then there's a specific reconnnendation made at the bottom of the page -- that for purposes of
framing discussion of a problem, the Curricula Counnittee offers
the following new regulations regarding BoU.S. degreeso
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"Students wishing to obtain a B chelor o Univ
ty
Studies Degree may use only eight hours of O.J.T.
courses at the one hundred level o abov forced t
toward this degree."
So I really don't know ht the procedu e hou
b
here, but what I would like to o is -- I thi k th
tters
are somewhat distinct, the reconnnend tions
de on the th
separate pages.

I

t

I would like to point out th ton p ge ten, I ould
tud
like to emphasize it and be a bit more positive. Th
yb
of the Curricula Connnittee be a bit
r po itive, th
this wording implies -- the wording on p get n
y
0
regards to the transfer from A.A. progr m to
other university st tus, it
ys:
"Students should be permitted to tr n f
progr ms to other univer ity prog m hen
demonstrated the c pability fo
cco pi h
u iver ity level work.
of th

It' clear th t the intent
CoIIIIlittee is that students hould
from •• prog m to other unive
neg tive implic tion of the or
be interpreted in light of the f
Colllllittee encour ges the tr n f
this docu nt for your pprov 1.
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I f you want to change the wording, it's all right with me.
PROFESSOR LOGAN

It would help if we knewo

GRIEGO I think, on behalf of the Curricula Connnittee ,
this was the document I was given to present to you guys.
So I pr esent this as it stands and you can talk abut it.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY

Moved and seconded.

Discussion?

Professor

Merkx.
PROFESSOR MERKX
I would want to emphasize that the
connnittee feels that the B.U.S. issue is different from the
items on page ten and eleven. We felt that on the -- on the
questions involving the B.U.S. should really be debated and
discussed by the Faculty, nd as a connnittee we did not take
a stand except to raise a resolution that would open debate.
However, we feel strongly about what is on page ten
and eleven, which is an attempt to standardize the procedur es,
the first document, the criticism was made of the first
document that was brought in by tying it in with the B.U.S.
and some of the language used that this was essentially
discriminatory toward A.A. programso That definitely is
not our intent and we took this and tried to rework it,
incorporating much of the criticism and separating out
the entire B.U.S. issue.
Our concern here is the basic concern, is that in the
various A.A. and 4.S. programs, there are different kinds of
procedures o soally followed that we feel some kind of a
standard policy of this sort would straighten out not only
for present programs, but for future programs.
Basically, both pages ten and eleven are simply attempts
to standardize page ten, numbering, and transfers on page
eleven , O J •T •
O

I strongly urge that I think it would make everything
work more sm:>othly, and particularly would clarify what's at
stake for the students involved. If the procedure were -all •• and A.S. programs are essentially the same, and that' s
what we are asking for on page ten and eleven. I think the
matters involving B.U.S. are very, very different, and I hope

9
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that discussion of that will be separated.
You may wish to approve the first two motions and then
disapprove the B.U.S., if that's your inclination
0

HEADY

Professor Howarth.

PROFESSOR HOWARTH
Like to move an amendment to change
the word "permitted" to "encouraged."
HEADY

If there a second to that?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the motion
be amended to replace the word "permit"te~d" with "encouraged"
in the first line on page ten. Is ther~ discussion on the
amendment?
Yes, sir.
PROFESSOR DARLING
and motion?

Could I discuss both the amendment

HE'ADY
Yes, though I would encourage you, Professor
Darling, to concentrate on the amendment now and I will give
you further opportunity to speak on the main motion.
DARLING We wanted to raise some questions about the
last proposal that was submitted to this Faculty, and I would
like to support very strongly the Curricula Committee's
reconnnendation to the Faculty at this time. I think guidelines like this would seem very helpful to us in the Department
of lementary Education, in helping to set up our ••
program if we had had those at that time. So we would like
to support those.

t the same time, I would like to make a plea to
ieave
the langu ge as the Curricula Connnittee stated it
as oeing "permitted," because we feel that the • • degree
is a good career degree for a number of people who are
working for the associate of arts degree in education, and
we want a lot of people to feel that they have fulfilled
themselves when they have reached the Ao • degree, and that
if we include the word "encourage" here, although I will
support it either way, if we put the word "encourage" in
here, it almost makes students reading that second page,
should they read it, feel unfulfilled if they don't go ahead
7
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and get the bachelors degree.

..

.

So I would ple

it i .

that we keep the languag

HEADY
Is there further discu sion on th
n
nt?
re you ready to vote on the mendment? Those inf vo of
the amendment to substitute "encouraged" for "permitted,"
please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The
nd nt i
t •
in mo ion ?

Now, is there further discu sion on th
Yes, Professor.

PROFESSOR DeVRIES
I would like to propo
n
ndment to strike the words "limiting such cour
to
semester," in item one, and I think up to th t poi
everything that one needs to say. Rules
y ch ng,
lations may change, and it looks
though this
y
applies only to this specific thing of limitin
uch cur
to one per semester. I don't think th t i
ht h
intention was.
Y You would elimin te the 1 ngu g
so the sentence would read: "Tr n £erring of er
courses should be bound by st ndard Univ r ity
period.
DeVRI S

t

Yes.
Is there

ton?

second to th t

(Seconded . )
Y
Is there discu ion on thi
i no discussion. Thoe inf vor of the
ple se s y "aye"; opposed, "no.' The
Th t i , strike the word "limitin
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e ster," from the 1 t sentence in
r g
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admission requirements, should then be waived
I left part
of it out, but that sentence in the first paragraph, and then
under one, "A student in an A.A. program may transfer into
another university status after successful completion of
twenty-six hours of courses at the one hundred level or
above."
0

I think this is actually narrowing the options that
would be open if it were so adopted and read literallyo
There are four ways that I know of to be admitted to the
university: one, is to graduate from high school with a C
average; second, is to have a satisfactory score on the G.E.D.
test; the third is to have a satisfactory on the A.C.T. test;
and the fourth is to have transferable credits from another
institution, and I would assume this "twenty-six" would mean
transferable hours from an A.A. or A.S. program here, that
would be at the C average level.
Therefore, why would we be waiving anyone -- why
wouldn't we say · admission to b ccalaureate status which is
what they are really talking about, would come under the
regular admission requirements i so they would have the option
of all fouro
Some of these people might finish an A• • and not
have twenty-six hours of acceptable credit, but have passed
the G.E D. or A.C.T. or have the high school average. I
just raise this as a questiono
0

HEADY

You don't propose any language change?

HUBER

I wanted to know what the intent was.

HEADY

Yes.

PROFESSOR LeBARON
I think the intent was to cover all
possibilities, Bill . They can waive the four requirements if
they have them. If they had the entrance requirements, they
need to have this amourt: of credit in order to transfer to
the other program, that's all. It just covers all of that.

HEADY

Is there any other discussion on this point?

(Calling for the questiono)

HEADY We did not have any proposed amendment on this,
so we will continue any discussions on the main motiono
Professor Alexandero

.
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PROF SSOR LEXAND R
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11
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•
•
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"ssociate," all the way through this document, o
do '
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y throu

I think, if it were " ssoci te" all th
that would clarify th t.

Y
Is th ta suggestion th tis
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the Curricula Connnittee and to the
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HE

GRIEGO

Yeso

HEADY
If there i no objection, th n w
stand that this will be edited to
y "
oci te
" s soc ia te degree programs" in every p1 ce , if i '

0

d.
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"e.g." intended to be only an "e.g.," or is that a reflection
of present policy or new policy?
In other words, to talk about one-third credit for
supervised laboratory, do we mean "such as," or do we mean
"for instance," or yes, specifically?
HEADY
~

LeBARON
'-r example.

Professor LeBaron ,would like to connnent on that.
That was very definitely put in as "e.g.,"

HE.ADY
Any further discussion? Those in favor of the
motion, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." That motion is carried.
Now, do you want to make a motion concerning p ge
eleven?
GRIEGO
I would like to move that the regulations
concerning on-the-job training courses on page eleven be adopted.

HEADY

Is there a second?

(Seconded.)

HEADY

Any discussion?

Professor Cooper.

PROFESSOR COOPER
Professor Griego, could you give us
SOID:! examples of what is included so far as on-the-job training
programs are concerned?
GRIEGO
Professor LeBaron, you are xoore acquainted
with these programs than I am.
LeBARON
I wouldn't want to start listing because I
am afraid I would elimin te some. There are cert inly a
number of them in the programs; the new careers programs;
that is, a number of O.J.T. that really goes all the way
from zero numbered courses up through four hundred level
courses in the professional schoolso It's a very widely
used thing nd it can be interpreted even in terms of lab
courses and things like that. It's a very wide spectrum.
LAWR NCE 8 This ·s meant to include internships,
student teaching?
LeBARON

Any of that sort of thing.

-., 5
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11 kinds.

LAWRENCE

Okay.

HEADY
Further discussion on this motion? Those in
favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is
carried.
GRIEGO
Next is the matter that, as Professor Merkx
indicated, the Curricula Committee wished to separate out
as being distinct from the other issue regarding 0 J.T. and
associate degree programs. I can -- we came up with a specific
motion then dealing with transfer of O.J.T. credits to apply
to the B.U.S. degree.
0

I wish to -- I move that the following motion be
adopted: students wishing to obtain a~achelor of University
~tudies degree may use only eight hours of O.J.T. courses
at the one hundred level or above for credit towards this
degree o
HEADY

Second to that motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY
As I understand it, if this is adopted, it
would be worked into the existing regulations concerning the
existing B.U.S. degree. Is there discussion?
PROFESSOR SPOLSKY
Could I ask -- is this the
recommendation of the Curricula Committee?
HE

Y

He says it is, Professor Spolsky .

GRIEGO
No, the Curricula Committee felt that this
should -- see, the origin 1 document that was presented,
had limitations about the transfer of credit to the B.U.S.
program worked into the other business about associ te
degree regulations, and we felt that this was a separate
issue. We wanted to separate it out and make a separate
motion regarding it, nd have it presented to the F culty
for consideration. So this is -- this recommendation here
is the recommendation from the Curricula Connnittee in
regard to that.
HEADY
t

Professor Merkx.

MERKX
I just want to connnent on the issues involved.
In our discussions, two positions came up. One is the
position that the B. U.S. has no limitation at all, and that

•'
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that should be mainta ined and that any kind of limitations
on the B.U.S. program would not be disparity to the original
program.
The other position was that the B.U.S. degree
was primar ily an academic degree. At the time it was
offered , all the courses, we did not have this -- there were
not O.J.T. courses open in the associate of arts programs,
that might be involved.
There were courses in training, but not in the context
of the associate degree progr ms. So that the problem of
O.J.T., as
part of n academic degree, really hadn't been
thought about; but anyway, , the problem has now come up.
The second school of thought argued that the B.UoS.
degree was primarily n academic degree nd there should be
complete 1 titude in terms of type of cademic courses, but
it w snot intended to be a degree program which would
reflect an unusually 1 rge mount of on-the-job training
courses. It was, in effect, all the academic courses in
the university.
So that's the issue, I think, whether or not we
wish to limit the B.U.S. program to -- in some sen e -- eight
hours was the amount that we chose to academic courses, or
simply leave it untouched.
HEADY

Professor Howarth.

HOWARTH
I would like to oppose this motion. I have
a number of comments. First, I am impressed by the
absolutely uncompelling enthusiasum of the Curricul Counnittee
for this proposal. It seems to me there is an unspoken
question arising here and that is the question whether one
hundred level O.J.T. courses are in fact, where they re
to be c lled one hundred level courses. Seems to me that the
philosophy of the B.U.S. degree was to allow the student
complete freedom in planning his own education, and if he
made decisions which we thought unwise, that w s his problem,
and he suffered the consequences from it, and I see no reason
to accept these O.J.T. · courses provided here, indeed, have
sufficient value to be classified as one hundred level
university courses.

•

We have just adopted policies on pages ten and eleven
of this, which are intended to do precisely that. I feel
that the important thing is that Faculty members in charge
of such one hundred level courses should make sure that they
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are i ndeed worthy of university credit at this level, and
theref ore any student who is designing his own program for
a B.U.S. degree should have completely free option to choose
as many of these as he likeso
Dean Wollman o

HEADY

DEAN WOLLMAN
I think when we adopted the B.U.S.
degree, there was a question that was raised regarding the
number of hours that a student could take towards graduation
in the form of physical education, for instance. I think we
did not introduce a limit because the P.E. Department, itself,
had a restriction on the number of such courses that could
be taken.
I am not sure that we would have -- I am not sure tha t
we would have left the B.U.S. degree as open-ended as we did,
had there not been that restriction already from another
direction.
Therefore, I am not sure that when the B.UoS. degree
was proposed, if we then had O.J.T. courses on the books, that
we would not have imposed some overall restrictions.
HEADY

Dean Huber.

HUB R Just for your information, and history, with
regards to P.E., when the B.U.So was initially passed, this
body -- the wording in the document stated that students
would have to have a hundred and twenty-eight hours of
academic courses.
t that time, there was a universitywide
physical education activity requirement, and those courses
were not, by the registrar's office, counted s academic
in the sense that they were not in the student's grad ,
point average, even though grades were assigned, et cetera.
Then the university changed that rule. The Faculty -and the P.E. activity courses are included and are now
considered academic.
The next step then was -- okay, what should we do
with the B.U.S.? So a proposal was brought to this body
and this body adopted it saying the student may apply up
to four hours of P.E. activity toward a B.U.S. degree,
but no more
So there's where we stand now.
0

And, incidentally, I, personally, though I adminis-

tered the program, have no position whatsoever to take on

2
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this particular issue, but I think that it does need
resolution one way or other by this body at this time,
since we do have that problem coming up with regard to
and .s. transfers.
HEADY

.A.

Yes.

PROFESSOR ALVIREZ
Could I get some inform tion why
you chose eight hours? Why not ten or six or twelve? It
seems like very little out of a hundred and twenty-eighto
MERKX
Yes. There was a reason for that, and the
maximum number of O.J.T. hours that presently is involved
in the associ te of arts degree course is eight hours, so
when eight are the limits, you would not be affecting any
of the present students in A.A. courses, in present A.A.
programso Setting an eight-hour limit would not be pun tive
in any sense.

HEADY

Professor Logan o

LOGAN
I move that the word "only" be deleted. I
think, in the same spirit s we had before, that that is
somewhat derogatory_· towards the courses, and if we
eliminate it, it will not make it so bad.
HEADY

Is there a second?

(Seconded o)
HEADY

Is there discussion on the proposed amendment?

Professor Howarth.
HOWARTH
This would leave us with an mbiguity
which would presumably result in us spending some more time.
LOGAN

No, it would not.

H()-lARTH
Says, "may use eight hours." Doesn't say
whether you can use ten hours or twenty-three hours, which
is the question we are debating and which I am in favoro
HEADY
GRI GO
H()-1.ARTH

Professor Griegoo
I think the intent -- that's a maximum.
Well, the intent here is maximum, without

<:
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the word "only," you lose that meaning.

t

I

GRIEGO
Well, perhaps a substitute motion would
change that "only" to "maximum" or "at most" or some
equivalent phrasing.
HEADY
proposal that is now before us is to
substitute -- to delete the word "only." Is there further
discussion on that? Those in favor, please say "aye" ;
opposed, "no." The motion is lost.
Professor Darling.

DARLING
I would like to support Professor Howarth.
I sup
the philosophy behind the B.U.S. degree when it
was initially instituted by this body. I think it's a
very good degree and I think there's no reason in my mind
to change that basic philosophy at this particular point in
time. If we do, though, this body does decide to change
that, then I think we need a much clearer determination as
to what is meant by O.J.T. courses, because the word that I
heard just a few minutes ago, indicated a much broader
interpretation of O.J.T. courses than I had when I read
this document originally, which really had my thinking
channeled into one hundred and two hundred degree courses
with associate of arts degreeo
If it's being interpreted here broadly up to the
four hundred level, I think we need some specific
indications as to what these kinds of courses are, but I
hope we maintain the philosophy and intent of the B.U.So
degree and it gets its integrity from the student to choose
his own education.

HEADY

Professor Merkx.

?-ERKX
I am persuaded by Professor Darling's conunents
and I think the language is ambiguous and I think it might
be -- we had in mind the one hundred type level courses and
not higher courses. I think this might get if off from
·E!
~ ·other · Hing • Therefore, I move that th is be
resubmitted to the committeeo
(Seconded o)
HEADY
You are moving that it be referred back to
the committee, Curricula Committee?
Yes, for further consideration.

2
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For further consideration.
to that motion to re f er?
HEADY

ALVIREZ

Is there a second

I will second it.

That is not debatable except where it goes.
Those in favor of the motion to refer, please say "aye";
opposed, "no." The motion is carried. This matter is
referred back to the Curricula Connnittee.
HEADY

Number six on the agenda is proposed changes in
Dr op / Add
drop-add regulations. Professor DeVr ies, Registration Task Regula tions
Force.

r :f

rt t"ike to thank all those who
the questionnaire. They may be surprised to
three hundred fifty-five Faculty members did
questionnaire and I certainly appreciate the
well as the connnents that many people madeo
DeVRIE'S

responded to
learn that
respond to the
responses, as

There was one difficulty that occurred and I am sure
many of you saw it, that the deadline that we asked for was
about the same day that you received it. It was quite
unintentional. We had certainly expected to get it to you
much sooner, but people kept responding and we certainly
appreciated their responding, even after the deadline.
We did look at the connnents.
The Registration Task Force was charged with looking
at both short-range and long-range policies. We looked at
this present policy as a short-range policy, something that
we felt that we could do immediately to help alleviate some
of the problems. We are going to look into long-range
policies this coming semester and for however long it may
take, and we will certainly appreciate any comments from
people as to things that we could look into, alternatives.
I do want to point out a number of important thingso
One is that the changes that we are asking for apply only
to graduates and undergraduates. They do not apply to law
and medicine. I understand that these two groups have
their own policies
So this just applies to graduates and
undergraduates.
0

Some of you recognize that this is not really a new
policy. It is quite similar to an older policy, but we are
making these changes, or asking for these changes on the
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PROFESSOR CHAVEZ
I wish to speak against the motion.
Let's exami ne the r easons for the recommendations.
One, there's too much paperwork.
HERBOLD
I believe it should be based on the fairness
to the student and not on any paperwork this policy may be
creating or may create. In fact, the Faculty and the
administrators should have spoken up at that time if they
thought there was too much paperwork.
DeVRIES

Th~y did.

CHAVEZ
Well, the Faculty adopted it, so I think it's
a very poor reason for making this reconnnendationo Now, the
second reason that I saw in the handout was that the present
policies discourage responsibility on the part of the student.
I say on the contrary, that the present policy forces the
student to be responsible to the degree which may be unknown
to youo I will elabor te.
Students who are presently receiving counseling and
tutoring services from the special services program, the
college enrichment program, the College of Medicine, and the
College of Engineering, are, for the most part, low income
students who gradu ted from small rural high schools in the
state. In New Mexico, these high schools barely and most
of the time inadequately, offer the minimum courses required
by the state Department of Education for high school graduation.
Consequently, these high schools do not offer advanced
courses in math, chemistry, biology, or history; sociology
and psychology are unheard of.
Whereas, in lbuquerque, most high schools, if not
all of them, offer psychology and sociology. So you can -so you know that these students do not come here with the
academic background that other students might, and we should
make allowances for this.
As a result, when one of these students, especially
if he's a freshman, enrolls in a college course, he needs
ti~. He needs time to study for at least the first
examination, receive his grade for the first exam, and
then decide whether he feels he can complete the course
with the Dor better or a C or better, whichever grade
he is willing to accept as the lowest grade.
This is an important decision for the student, this
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part icu lar student, because he has invested money by way
of tuit i on, time -- in some cases up to ten or eleven weeks
and energy in t he course.
Furthermore, if he decides to drop the course for
which he has already paid, he is delaying his graduation
date. Thus increas i ng t he cost of his education two ways:
first, he will bear the cost of tuition and room and board
for more than eight semesters; second, he is delaying the
earning of a salary by at least a semester.
As the director of a counseling and tutoring program
for low income students on this campus, I know that these
students that are attending college on loans, would rather
not withdraw from courses because this decision extends the
time it takes to complete a degree program.
This delay is especially serious for these students,
because a student cannot borrow money for more than eight
weeks -- eight semesters. This financial situation, of course,
jeopardizes his completion of the degree. In fact, the
five dollar fee for withdrawing after the fourth week,
unfortunately, discoura es mAny low income students from
withdrawing from courses they should be withdrawing from.
And I say "should be withdrawing from" because they do not
have the academic capacity or background . -- "they ttave .. ·the a hl.li.ty ~- to complete this course successfully. So what
happens? They get F's. What happens? They are either
on probation or have been suspended.
ta future time, I think we ought to seriously
consider abolishing this five dollar fee altogether,
because it's penalizing the low income student. The rich
student doesn't care, but not the low income student.
Furthermore, to further complicate this particular
student I am talking about, whether to stay in or get out,
many professors do not give the first examination until
the midterm. Not the four weeks, the midterm. Thus, the
student does not know until the ninth or tenth week how
he is faring in a particular course.
Presently, a student may withdraw with a W after
knowing how he is doing.
Dan , excuse me .
HADY
five minutes is up.

I am notified that your
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CHAVEZ
One more sentence. On behalf of all low
income students , especially low income students that attend
this university and graduated from New Mexico rural high
schools, I believe that we should continue to permit a
student to withdraw from a course up to the twelfth week;
hence, I strongly urge you to vote against the motion.
HEADY

Th nk you.

Professor Howarth.

HOWARTH
I would like to oppose this motion. I don't
particul rly like the present policy. It does have these
administrative complications. It is complicated to the
student. He plays the game of manipulating the rules to
get the best grade, and he wastes a lot of energy on
manipulation instead of learning.
What this propos 1 does is regress to
previous set
of rules where he played the same game and tried to
manipulate the system to get the best grades instead of
learning history or physics, whatever it waso There are
many simpler systems th t would get rid of all this
complicated bure ucracy which is not necessary, and I am
surprised that the T sk Force hasn't made moves in that
direction.
The major change that we would get with this is to
give b ck to u~ the Faculty, the right to punish students
for not behaving the way we want them to behave.
nd I
think that it's very important that we should remember
that our function is to help students learn, not to make
them behave in ways that we think they ought to behave.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

PROF SSOR COTTRELL
I oppose the motion for
essentially the same reasons that Professor Chavez and
Howarth do. We -- what we have, a policy that we are
blaming many of our problems on, we haven't had time to
really evaluate it -- want to go back to a policy that
we think was workable.
We say, for instance, that class space is left
unoccupied by all these students that drop. What happens
if they drop at the end of the fourth week, if that's a
problem? They used to do it. Used to have drops in the
fourth week.
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As Professor Chavez pointed out, for the most part
they hadn't even had an examination yet. If we really are
concerned about keeping that classroom filled all semester,
let's do away with the drop policy. Let's say the day you
enroll, you stay in that course forever. That's what we
ought to do, but we are addressing ourselves to something else.
We talk about the problems of getting the Faculty
lists out, our class lists on the student records. I would
be delighted to get a Faculty list that had all the adds
on it that registered the first two or three days. Forget
the drops. Give me the list that has all the adds on it.
I don't get that. Are we going to stop letting them add,
also, and say, "You do it ahead of time so we can get
the list out"?
We talk about the number of changes, problem
changes resulting before. It says in the 1970 fall semester,
before preregistration. Maybe we ought to examine preregistration if we are concerned about administrative end
of it.
I have a class of ninety-sone that were enrolled
early this semester, preregistered, a large number of them.
11 the bookwork that went on there, when I finally get a
roster, the people that I have never seen, they have never
appeared in class, were some people who preregistered in
that course; between July or August, whenever it was, and
first of September, late August, they changed their mind.
Maybe that's causing a lot of changes in these programs.
I think we are berating a policy that may not be
the best, it may not be a good policy, but it is so much
better than what we had beforeo I hope you will vote it
down and look at some of the alternatives.
HEADY

Professor Meier.

MEIER
I want to speak in support of the motion.
It has been very, very vividly clear to me that this
policy, however -- whatever troubles we have, this one
is incomparably worse. It is wasting an enormous amount
of resources of a university at a time when the belttightening is hurting in all directions. It is causing
immense numbers of man-hours, not simply recordkeeping,
but of teaching faculty, to service, in some cases in
my sources, up to forty percent of the enrollment who
do not go through with it.
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It's a tremendous waste of resources and it's produced a twelve-week psychology on the part of students that
nobody can argue away on the basis of income arguments
and so forth, it's very clear that it's operating.
It discourages students from putting forth into a
course, because they know the way out is always open.
It's not just simply playing the game, but it actually
discourages t king a course and taking it very seriously.
In some ways, it's had
nice payoff in that what initially
started as large cla ses, wind up as small, intimate
classes by the end of twelve weeks. I suppose that's a
payoff, but in the meantime, it's an enormous waste of
resources, teaching resources that re put in on students
who don't complete the courseso
I think that -- until a long range -- perhaps a
better thought-out, long-range policy is developed by the
Task Force, it would be incomparably better, at least as
a temporary measure, to go back to this arrangement.
COTTRELL
HEADY

Four weeks.

Professor Rosenzweig.

PROFESSOR ROSENZWEIG
I really came in here and
have felt for the last few days in complete agreement
with these last coilllDi!nts, and yet I am inclin~ed at this
time to speak against this motion, for wh t s'frikes me
as an almost obvious reasons, and th tis that even if we
decided that students should not drop after the fourth
week, even if we felt that this was the ideal method,
passing this motion will not really solve the problem,
because the student still has the privilege of changing to a
credit option up until the twelfth week. Doesn't he?

ADAMS
DeVRI S
that.

No.

No.

No, th t would change.

ROSENZWEIG
I didn't see it in there.
Is that now also -HEADY

I missed

That's paragraph three.

ROSENZWEIG
I missed that in the reading. I will
pass up that aspect of it, which struck me as still leaving
the opening, but I feel in general that what we really have
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here is a combination of a policy that we are questioning.
But I think we are very much influenced by mechanical
problems that have arisen and I think these are two issues
and I think that we would be far better off if the entire '
procedure of all of the policies, as well as the mechanics
of handling all of these problems, were examined together.
I don't know how this affects policies regarding the
particular c talog under which a student enrolls. Does this
still apply? The student is subject to the rules under the
catalog under which he enrolls?
DEAN MacGREGOR
to the catalog.
HADY

That applies, essentially, to just

Dean Ad ms.

ADAMS

When the present rules were adopted, I was
one of the people who firmly supported them, so I would like
to explain now why I have changed my mind.
I thought at the time if we went to the very late
deadline, perhaps indeed I argued for the last day of the
semester, that we would see just exactly the kinds of
things that John Howarth hopes we will see: a student
responsibility and students acting in their own best
interests.
And what I have seen instead -- and I am talking now
from the experience of ad an and one who's paid a lot of
attention to student counseling -- and I have a lot of
information about the kinds of messes that students have
gotten in under the present rules. I have changed my
mind completely, not for the reasons that have been
mentioned here today, that it will help administrative
paperwork -- I think it will -- but I think we can cope
with it somehow if we have to -- I think it's educationally
sound that we go back to the earlier rule as a temporary
measure to avoid students getting into the problems that
they are getting into now.
Many of them are dropping courses not because they
can't really pass the course, but because they get a little
bit nervous about it. The rules are so easy, and they can
change to the credit option or they can drop, and they cop
out of a course that they could pass, but it's easier to make
this change than it is to buckle down and spend a few hours
in the library and I can tell you really, from experience,
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reconnnendations, seems to me it's a little late to.
IKLE

Is a motion for further study not in order?

I don't think it's in order for the policy
is we have just finished adopting, after discussion.
Certainly it would be in order to ask this group to continue
its deliberations.
HEADY

IKLE
That would be my motion, to ask this group to
approve further study of this particular topic.
I understand Professor DeVries to say that
was his intention, but I am not sure. Do you want to
connnent on th t, Professor DeVries?
HEADY

DeVRI S
The feeling is now that we will start
looking at the long-range policy and I would very much welcome
Mr. Howarth coming in and telling us
!KIE

That would satisfy me, the matter is not endedo

HEADY
No, I think that is clear to everyone's understandingo But we have adopted this policy and as I understand
it, it is to go into effect the beginning of the spring
semester, or immediately.
REGENER
Mr. President, point of personal privilege. Op ini o n
I would like to ask a question of Professor DeVries in
Po l ls
connection with the opinion poll that w s sent around to
everyone. Was it worthwhile to the expense or was it perhaps
the intention to do more of this kind of opinion polling?
DeVRIE'S
I can't answer as to whether we will do any/nore
but I think it was of great value. It did get to the Faculty
much earlier the policy that we were proposing.

DAMS

If I could connnent.

REGENER
I would like to ask Mr. DeVries what he did
with the information when we said whether we were going to
come to this Faculty meeting, and whether or not we were
going to vote "yes" or "no" on his proposed resolutiono
DeVRIES
The feeling of the Task Force was that we
did not w nt to waste Faculty's time with proposal that they
weren't interested in
We found that the Faculty was very
much interested in this proposal, and that -- so we had
O
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brought it to the Faculty.
REGENER
Then I suggest that no more such opinion
polls be sent around. This one was slanted in one direction
and no one likes additional paperwork, but it wasn't stated,
for example, whether the additional paperwork was due to the
preregistration or lack of advisement or the drop-add policy
that was not to the liking of registrar's office. I don't
think the expense was worth it, nor do I like to have
direction of government go by opinion polls, especially by
slanted opinion polls.
DeVRIES
It is this F culty, though, that considered
the issue and made the decision. The opinion poll did not
make a final decision. We brought it before the Faculty
in the usual channels.
HE Y We will move on to the next itemo Item seven
Establishis a proposal for the Department of Linguistics in the College men t of De
par t ment o
of Arts and Sciences. Dean Wollmano
WOLLMAN

Mro President --

HEADY
Do you want to come down here?
might be easier to hear you.

I think it

WOLLMAN
You all have, in the agenda, a statement of
the proposed Department of Linguistics. We have had in the
university, a program being Linguistics and Language Pedagogy,
for a number of years. The proposal is to create a department
in the College of Arts and Sciences, utilizing the manpower
that is now part of the program.
I would like to call your attention specifically to
page twenty-three of the agenda which describes the governance
of the proposed new department, and the proposed programo
The proposal has been approved by the College of
Arts and Sciences, and by the College of Education, and is
now brought before you for action.
I move acceptance of this proposal, and in the ensuing
discussion, I would like Professor Oller to respond to your
questions.
HEADY

All right.

(Secondedo)

Is there a second to the motion?

Linguistic
in Coll e ge
of Arts an
Sciences
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The motion is to approve the Department of
Linguist i cs in t he College of rts and Sciences as set fort h
in pages fou r teen through twenty-tµree in the materi 1
distributed.
HEADY

Is the r e discussion? Professor Oller, do you want to
make some connnents at this point?
PROFESSOR OLLER
I would like to suggest, first, that
we hear from Professor Griego on the recommendation of the
Curricula Connnittee.
HEADY

Professor Griego.

GR! GO
This matter was brought to the Curricula
Connnittee and presented, Professor Oller and some othe rs
presented it to us in our last meeting. We voted on it.
The Curricula Connnittee was quite enthusiastic in its
recommendation for approval of this proposed program.
As I indicated before, the Curricula Connnittee

majority opinion of the Curricula Connnittee seems to be
against appending any programs directly to the office of the
Academic Vice President, and that was one option that was
available to the people interested in a linguistics program,
and the Curricul Connnittee connnends the form in which the
final proposal was presented whereby broad interdisciplinary
matters, matters of interdisciplinary interest and intercollegiate interests are being put in a department under
the College of Arts and Sciences, but where a -- the
participation of other people in other colleges, specificall y
the College of Eduction, is assured, by means of the
governing board, nd we thought that that was a novel way
of handling these rather difficult interdisciplinary
intercollegiate c ncerns, departmentalized under the
College of rts and Sciences and yet assuring this kind
of representation, this bro d representation of a governing
board.
So the connnittee w s quite enthusiastic of its
reconnnendation for approval of the proposed program.
Again, without going on record as approving any
specific curriculum, any new courses would have to be
approved by the Curricula Committee as they come up.
HEADY

Professor Logano
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LOGAN

What is the motion before the house?

HEADY
The motion, as I understand it, is to adopt
the propo sal f or De partment of Linguistics in the College
of Art s and Sc i ences, as set forth on pages fourteen
through twenty-three in the material that was distributed.
LOGAN
May I get an interpretation? Page twenty-one ,
it says: "At least one new full-time faculty position shou l d
be added."
Is this Faculty voting that it will be?
On page twenty-two, item four, says that: "At least
three graduate assist nts are needed." Is this Faculty
voting that we should give those to them?
And item six says at least one full-ti!Di! secretary
to be provided or made available. Are we voting on it,
instructing the administration to provide those resources
for this department?
I think it's important to clari,y that.
will ask Vice President Travelstead to respond.
HEADY

I

TRAVELSTEAD We have been struggling for the last
several weeks how to allocate or de llocate twenty-four
fewer Faculty members for this university next year. I
can assure you no one will be added, Mr. Logan, to this
department. I can assure you further, with having to
struggle with two hundred G.A. and T •• 's next year,
rather than two hundred ten, there will be no G.A.'s or
T •• 's assigned to this department.
However, any college, within its own allocation,
may consider redistribution within that college and I do
not intend to enter into that, but there will be no new
positions, Faculty or G.A.'s added to this department,
by the vice president.
LOGAN
I just want to know whether we are voting
that it should be done.
TRAVELSTEAD
I assume the issue came from Mr. Oller
who wrote this before it got to this point. I am saying that
there are no new positions available. If Mr. Wollman, in
his wisdom about reallocation with the Departments of Arts
and Sciences , wishes to -- there is going to have to be some
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redistribution in this college about both of these categories.
I am not attempting to get into that, but there will be no
new ones added to the college in order to do this.
OLLER
It seems to me that the fact that a Faculty
position in Linguistics is being added in, and the policy
at least in part satisfies a need that was pointed up in
this proposal. We were careful to use the term "should"
as opp sed to "would," or "shall be," because of our awareness
of the fact that funds are extremely limited for next year,
and indeed, we believe this is one of the strengths of the
proposal, and that is the fact that the program can be
offered, which is described in the proposed list of courses
and in the body of this proposal, without any substantial
additional costs to the university.
It is our hope that we will have sone additional
secretarial services for next year.
HEADY

Further discussion?

Professor Rosenzweig.

ROSENZWEIG
I had the impression that the reading,
as I see it now, which says that all this is going to be done
within the present Faculty manpower, kind of puts
lid on
what areas of linguistics are going to be covered in a
department like this, and it presumes that it is not going
to be able to expand into other areas.
I have been thinking particularly about the area of
sian languages as to whether there is any capability in
this area or whether we are limiting it to such a way that
it is really going to serve to beef up existing kinds of
programs in which case it could perhaps be done just as well
as interdisciplinary programs within the existing department.
OLLER
The main trouble with the existing interdisciplinary programs and courses offered through various
departments, is a lack of coordination. The question that
you raise about Asian languages is one th t can be debated
from a linguistics point of view as to whether that
belongs in a linguistics department.
But assuming that such emphasis does in some fact
belong in a linguistics department, I think that a prior
question is dealing with the needs of the linguistically
diverse peoples of the Southwestern United States which
are, I think, quite inadequately represented in terms of
course offerings. I think that would be the chief area in
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terms of l anguage offerings and language studies that
we would want to develop, in the near future but that
certainly doesn't cut off from consideration'Asian
languages or other linguistic groups.
HEADY

Doctor Smith.

DOCTOR SMITH
Mr. Chairman, Professor Oller, on
page twenty-three under D, in the first sentence, I read:
"The Bachelor of rts in Linguistics should require at
least thirty-six hours of coursework," which would make
me think it might be a very popular degree, if that's
all it needs o
But that was not really the main thing I wanted to
stand up about.
He wants to comment on what you have already
said, I believe.
HEADY

SMITH

Ok y.

OLLER
I believe that the thirty-six hours is the
standard course requirement for a
jor in the university .
SMITH

It should say, then, the major linguistic s .

TRAVELSTEAD
OLLE'R

The major.

I will accept that clarification.

MITH
I want to express a sort of gener lized
nervousness about the creation of new departments, a kind
of nervousness I didn't feel relative to the proposal
from -- for the Division of Computer Science, particularly
with the built-in
£- e'str cft
everticle that
was attached to that one, that is, a provision for review
after some three years and decision as to what to do.
But everybody knows that much of the interesting
work that is going to be done in the academic world, in
the future, is going to be down the cracks between the
standard disciplines. We h ve heard about two of these
today: one of them in computer science; the other, the
one that's before you at the moment.
I know of two or three others that are cooking around
the campus: one in planning, I think; one in environmental
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studies. Every last one of them has the same set of problems:
coordination as between department~, the nurture of the
student majors -- who advises them? -- how do you get what
you want taught in the curriculum that somebody has responsibility for designing?
The problems are just the same all the way along the
line, and one way to solve them is, of course, to create a
new department everytime one of these areas of subspecialization
is encountered.
If you have unlimited resources in a university, you
can afford to do that. What worries me about departmental
status is that it has implications of aspirations for a
disciplinary group, a group of scholars whose mission it will
be to build, to expand, to add, to try to obt in resources
for more faculty, try to recruit and interest students, to
develop proposals for graduate program~ ~ and so on.
This is the way -- as a matter of fact -- all
departments in universities start. So I guess mainly what
I would urge is not that you vote this proposition down,
necessarily, but that somebody undertake the responsibility
for trying to find, at this university, a mechanism for
the handling of interdisciplinary studies, wh tever their
nature, which does not: a, require the creation of a new
department; orb, add another tributary to the office of
the Academic Vice President, because that's a mistake, too.
HEADY

Professor Spolsky.

SPOLSKY
Linguistics is a subspecialization. I
think that linguistics has succeeded in European universities,
such newfangled ones as sociology and anthropology. In
fact, what we re trying to do is establish the place of a
well-established discipline and I think the second thing
we are trying to do in this proposal is to meet the very
problem that Mr. Smith brings out; namely: the problem
how to handle an interdisciplinary kind of interest and
intercollegiate interest.
The model that we propose after about three or four
years of discussion, and with considerable help from the
Curricula Cotmnittee and from the Colleg s of rts and
Sciences and Education; that help in the first place was
simply turning down our suggestion that we tried, and that
100del is to attempt another answer to this.
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Now, whether it will work or not, whether it will be
possible to act as a department, while attempting to give
a place within the department to people from different
colleges, is hard to know at this stage. We have certain
things going for us, which is the kind of linguistics that
is relevant in New Mexico, the kind of linguistics that
requires first of all serious knowledge of the principle,
theoretical interest at the moment, which some have felt
are concerned particularly with 1 nguage vari tion and
linguistics theory, that kind of thing; and secondly, the
kind of relev nt linguistics required for a multilingual
area such as the Southwest, so that this particular
proposal offers us a chance of doing a number of things.
First of all, of developing serious academic
excellence within the disciplines; secondly, of being
relevant to the needs of this area; and thirdly, of being
another exploration of the ways in which one c n manipulate
university structure to make it possible to carry on
activities like thiso
Professor

HEADY

Bo lie

o

PROFESSOR BOLD?
I would like to respond to the
question that Vice President Smith proposed. How do you
get new interdisciplinary programs without new divisions
or departments?
·
.

"-

.

; ..

.

TR :vELSTE
If we can just hang in here until
the next time it is finished, Dean Dove will show you how.
HEADY

Doctor Beckel.

DOCTOR BECKEL
I think one question that hasn't
been addressed a great deal is the question of libr ry
resources and I would like to raise some questions about
thato
There are two aspects to this. I ca~to support
the computing science proposal, because they would look
after holdings in computing science that other divisions
might not look after. I am wondering about the adequacy
of the present library, the interactivity between related
disciplines and so on that requires the library holdings.
HEADY
Mr. Oller would like to respond to some
of the points Mr. Smith raisedo
OLIER

I would like to respond to that and also to the
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question about library holdings.
I think that some very important questions are raised
here. I assumerl, because we distributed in advance, the
copies of the proposal,that it wouldn't be necessary to
give the same sales pitch that I gave to the College of
Education and to the College of Arts and Sciences, and to
the Curricula Committee, in the sense of explaining the
program in particular key points s to why we had set forth
this kind of a proposal as to -- as opposed to various
other alternatives.
I share Vice President Smith's concern for the
multiplication of departments and the threat of multiplication,
ad "· inf irlitum·· '· , with the various disciplines splitting off,
but I, t the same time, agree with Professor Spolsky's
observations that linguistics i most cert inly not a
subspecialization of some other field, but a discipline in
its own right.
The implication that linguistics might become a
discipline at the University of New Mexico, I think is no
threat whatsoever, but in fact is a great potenti 1 t the
University of New Mexico, and possibly the gre test that is
available to this university.
It is, to me, quite surprising that a university in
this location at this time does not already have
strong
Department of Linguistics, whether in the College of Arts
and Sciences or in some other status. I will say a strong
linguistics unit.
Now, the reason that we have set forth the proposal
for a Department of Linguistics in rts and Sciences is
severalfold, and I won't go into any detail on it, but hit
some major points.
We considered very carefully the possibility of a
division which was rejected precisely because of the problem
of answering to the Academic Vice President, the difficulty
of protecting the interests of existing departments in other
colleges, and so forth.
We rejected committee structures precisely because
the present progr mis inadequate to meet both the tudent
need and to respond to the Faculty interest in having
linguistics program at the University of New Mexico. We
feel that the program is imperative at this time for two
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basic rea s on s : one is because of the location of the
Univers i ty of New Mexico. A linguistics department
that is capab l e of enhancing the university's capacity to
respond creatively to the cultural and sociological
needs of the Southwest, is imperative in this location.
It seems to me, also, that the timing is right, becau e
as a result of the prior preparation that has gone on
for the last three or four years, as Professor Spolsky
points out, in which he has been very actively involved,
and because of the fact that Faculty members have been
brought on c mpus who are capable of offering a linguistics
program at present, I think that the timing is right.
The D nforth Committee, a year ago, reco~nded
that a Department of Linguistics be established in the
College of rts nd Sciences, to respond to student
interests on this point. It seems to me that even
though arguments against the mulitplication of department s
will apply in general, they do not in fact apply in this
case bee use of both the feasibility and the priority of
establishing a linguistics program at the University of
New Mexico, to meet the challenge that this university,
of the situation in which this university finds itself.
One more point, that libr ry question. We are
going to meet with Dean Harvey this week to discuss
library acquisitions. We don't feel that we have
sufficient holdings at present to offer a strong graduate
degree program, but we do have sufficient holdings at
present to offer n undergraduate degree program, which
is what we are proposing.
HEADY

Further discussion?

Mr. Travelstead.
TRAVELSTEAD
May I ask Mr. Oller a question? As
I understand the motion is for this Faculty to approve or
disapprove the establishment of a department, not a degree.
In these pages described here, it refers to a B. o degree
should include so and so. Is you motion intended to have
the approval of the establishment of a dep rtment, and the
approval of
bachelor's degree of linguistics?
OLLER
I think we should limit the II¥>tion strictly
to the proposal of an establishment of a dep rtment with
the other arguments in the background.
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shall be resolved by an agency of the Faculty. The Faculty
Policy Connnittee is requested to set up a subcommittee for
this purpose."
(Seconded.)
HEADY

Would you read the language again, Professor

Howarth?
HOWARTH
Since these regulations were adopted by the
Faculty, any differences of opinion about their interpretation
shall be resolved by an agency of the Faculty. The Faculty
Policy Connnittee is requested to set up a subcommittee for
this purpose.
HEADY
That amendroont has been moved and seconded.
Is there discussion on the amendment?
Professor Green.
PROFESSOR GREEN
I think that the amendment and the
original motion actually cannot be completely separated,
and I would lso agree that what we are being asked to do
here is to reaffirm our faith in motherhood.
I would like to know why it was that the Committee on
Credits found it necessary to bring this motion? Was there
in fact interpretation of this rule by some Faculty group?
Is there a particular reason for this motion?
HEADY

~

cud(

Dean MacGregor, do you want to answer that?

Dean Adams.
ADAMS
The reason this came to the Committee on l«,-:t;-~
Credits was a request on my part that it should do so. And
that was provoked by the articles in the Lobo and later
further information with regard to the action of the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee that it indicates a period
before it in which A. F. and T. stated -- and I can't
recall the exact wording -- that it was their interpretation
that one of these rules in this section of the catalog
should be considered to be a reconnnendation to the Faculty
rather than a regulation.
Tnis is the background of it. I think all of you
know the case,_a~d hav~en the articles about that A.F.T.
ruling. We~redlts~scussed this at length and voted
A.

A..

~-ti'

~
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unanimously to bring this to you as a means of clarification.
)fi.ght be argued that it isn't necessary, but I think it was
made necessary by~e as.;~on of the cademic Freedom and
Tenure Committee.~C~fts is already the Faculty committee
that is charged with interpretation of these matters and
'
I think Mr. Howarth ' s amendment is thus rather unnecessary.
There is a Faculty connnittee that is specifically charged
with interpretation of regulations.

9/-

HEADY
What is before us now is the amendment. So I
would ask you, so far as we can, separate discussion of the
amendment from the main motion -- from the motion to do so.
Is there further discussion on the amendment?
Professor Darling.
DARLING
In view of the amendment, which I think
changes things substantially, including the structure, how
the Faculty operates, I, in view of the time that we are
on the agenda and the next item that we need to get, in
view of the fact that I think this needs D¥)re extended
discussion, I would m:>ve that we refer the amendment and the
motion to the Policy Committee for their consideration, to
bring back to the Faculty.
(Secondedo)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that this matter
be referred to the Faculty Policy Committee for further
consideration, and then for report back to the Faculty.
Is there a second? -- it's been seconded. This is
not a debatable motion. Those in favor of the motion to
refer, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."
Chair is in doubt. I think we better have a division
on that. Let's try it standing.
11 those in favor, standing first, and we can get an
approximate count and see if we have to have an actual count.
Those opposed, please stand.
Well the chair is still in some doubt. I think we
better have'a count. so let's have those in favor of the
motion to refer, stand •
•

The motion to refer is carried.

The vote was sixty-six
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"ye s" ; f orty- seven "no."
The last item on the agenda is the proposal for a
bachelor of e ngineering degree. Dean Dove.
DOVE
Mr. Chairman, members of the Faculty I would
like to discuss for just a moment the proposal that the
College of Engineering wishes to make to you.

Approv al of
New Deg r ee of
Bache l o r of
Eng ineer i ng

The proposal is on pages twenty-five, twenty-six, and
twenty-seven of the day's agenda.
I will make this presentation very brief, because I
understand we have just five or ten minutes.
HEADY
Well, unless the Faculty wants to extend the
time which we can do if we get to that point.
DOVE
And at the end of this very brief discussion,
I will make a motion that the general Faculty of the
university approve this propos 1.
The background for this proposal is as follows:
For a number of years, the J·-fia.cu fy · of engineering here
at this university -- and, as a matter of fact, at
universities all over the country -- have struggled with
two problems. They are as follows: one, all existing
engineering colleges has a number of dep rtments, all of
which have very specialized and structured curriculum for
the students.
At this institution, we have a Department of Mechanical
Engineering, a Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, a Department of Civil Engineering, a
Department of Chemical Engineering, and a Department of
Nuclear Engineering.
11 of those give bachelor of science degrees in
that respective departmental designation.
This fails to fulfill the needs of two kinds of
groups. The first are the groups of students that come
along from time to time with changes in times that want
to specialize in some discipline other than the discipline
in which there is a current department in engineering.
There have been many examples of this in the past, but I
think everyone is familiar with that -- fifteen or twenty
years ago there was considerable effort to organize --
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and many were, of aeronautical engineering -- in the south
there are still departments of textile engineering. In the
industrial east there are departments of utomotive engineering,
and we, as all other schools, have considered from time to
time setting up departments to look into new pecialty reas
which -- for which at least at th t time there does indeed
seem to be a demand.
We have resisted this, because we h ve
feeling th t
the pool of students coming into an engineering college is
not influenced specifically by the number of dep rtments
available, but rather we have a r ther fixed pool of stud nts
and as we add departments, we simply subdivide those students
into more specialties.
Still, we think those students need to b served, but
we have also hesit ted to form the new depart nts b c use
the needs for those kinds of specialties do indeed ch nge
from time to time.
We also recognize -- nd there re more nd more
statistics to be r this out -- th t many students fini bing
in the College of Engineering go on into field oth
th n
the structured categories of engineering: mech nic 1 nd
civil and what-have-you. We h ve
number of ou
tude t
that organized private business. They gener lly
e
technical in nature, but they bee me priv te entr p neurs.
We have an increasing number of students going on to th
business school for M.B.A. and going on to law chool nd
medical school, and we feel the structured program do
not
serve those students as good as it does.
For these reasons, and with the objections th t I
have previously indicated . to forming ne dep rtment , to
subdivide our students, existing pool of students into more
specialties, we ask that the College of ngineering be
permitted to give
new degree to be c lled the b chelor of
engineering degree.
As I pointed out, we, at the present time, do not give

a bachelor of engineering. We give rather
b ch lo of
science in five different disciplines -- really four different
disciplines since the nuclear gives only
ste 'sand Ph.D's.
The basic core of the p ogram is as indicted on page
twenty-six of the Faculty minutes, nd the option requirements
which comprise about half of the program h v some limitations
as shown at the bottom of th t page.
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In essence, the proposal is as follows: that the
students in this program would indeed be engineering
students. All of the options that we have looked at today
would require the same common core program that the
engineering students take now in any of the four existing
departments. They would complete all of the math and
science and engineering science requirements. Those are
such things as electrical engineering fields, thermodynamics,
fundamental mechanics; they would complete all of those
requirements so they would indeed be engineering students.
The new feature of this program is that it would let
interested groups of Faculty members within the College of
Engineering or with their colleges in other departments,
design programs that would let the student either pursue a
different specialty that can now be pursued within the four
existing undergraduate departments, or to simply take a
broader program to serve some special interests.
The courses in the core, shown on page twenty-six,
involve no new courses . You do see there a course not
specifically named called "communication skills," and
another course called "engineering mechanics xxx." The
reason it was written that way, we currently would plan to
use speech communications, two fifty-five, for connnunication
skills, but we have been having some discussions with
Professor Dick in the Speech Communication Department.
There is some thought of developing a course that would
serve better some of the professional schools, and if that
should come about , we wanted the flexibility to use that
new course.
Engineering mechanics is listed "xxx" because
currently we teach engineering mechanics in a three-course
sequence: statistics dynamics, and materials. The College
of Engineering is no; studying the possibility of working
out a two-course sequence rather than a three for that
material, and if that were the case, we would use one of
the new courses that replace the present three.
I think, Mr. Chairman, at this time I would like to
invite Dick Griego, chairman of the Curricula Committee,
to make any connnents he might like. This has been before,
and has been approved by the Curricula Committee and Vice
President Travelstead, since it's also been referred to him.
HEADY

I suggest that you move adoption.
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DOVE'
I think that would be appropriate. I would
like to move, then, that the Faculty approve the request
of the College of Engineering for the new degree of bachelor
of engineering.
(Seconded.)

HEADY

Moved and seconded.

Is there any discussion?

Professor Griego.
GRIEGO Well, this is the third item that we have had
today dealing with interdisciplinary matters, and as Vice
President Smith points out, this is going to be a continuing
concern to the Faculty. We are seeing all these various ways
of responding to these kinds of concerns.
The Curricula Connnittee went on record as approvinS
recommending the approval of this degree program, and went
further to say that the connnittee commended the College of
Engineering for the imaginative way it proposes to h ndle
the broad interdisciplinary needs of their students by
utilizing existing resources and departmental structures.
It seems to me that one reason for -- why this
proposal hangs together pretty well is that there seems to
be more internal homogeneity in the Engineering College
than some of the other colleges, without casting aspersion
one way or other .
But I think it is an imaginative program, and the
connnittee was very strong in its recommendation for approval
of the program.

HEADY

Any other discussion.

PROFESSOR KYNER
I have one minor thing. Page twentyseven. Presumably the Curricula Committee is referred to
there, is an internal committee of the College of ngineering.
DOVE
HEADY

Yes, that is the college Curricula Committee.
Yes~ Professor Rosenzweig.

ROSENZWEIG
I have a question for Dean Dove. There
is a very loosely-structured program in the College of
Engineering which I think is called "materials science," and
I don't know its exact status now, but this involves
disciplines outside the college as well.
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Is such a program likely to come under this kind of a
degree, or is that strictly a graduate program?
DOVE
At the present time, it is, as you say, very
loosely structured, and primarily for graduate students but
that is certainly one of the options that we think would fit
very well within this program, and in that case I think
' and
1.t ' s very clear that it wo·u ld be interdepartmental
intercollegiate, as well as interdepartmental.

.

HEADY

Further discussion?

Yes, sir.

Would you identify yourself?

PROFESSOR CHANDLE'R
HEADY

I am Chandler.

Professor Chandler, Physics.

CHANDLER
I have a question for Dean Dove. I have had
contact with students, engineering students that found the
curriculum not flexible enough. At least one of them went
into the bachelor of studies program.
My question is whether or not the options in your
program come at the instigation of the Faculty or can an
individual student agitate within the College of Engineering
to get a program designed for him?
DOVE
The direct answer to your last question would
be both. We would -- some of the options we~e currently
thinking about certainly have been suggested to us by the
students. Others will be by groups of interested Faculty.
You are quite correct. I, too, have had -- we all have -claims from engineering students that the program is very
structured and if you will notice on page twenty-six -and you are not in a place to do that -- but if you compare
that to the other four, there's much more flexibility, for
example, category two: nine hours of unrestricted electives.
That's not possible in any of the structured programs.
That's in addition to the eighteen hours of social science
elective, and down in the option you will find there's a
good many electives in that category.
HEADY
Further discussion? Those in favor of the
moti on, please say " aye " ; oppose d , " no. '' The mot ion is
carried.
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Final Report of the Research Policy Committee
Classified Research Subcommi ttee

This document concerns t he rights and obligations of faculty memb e r s
and students insofar as they relate to research done on the UNH campus.
Consideration of faculty members' and students ' rights and obligations
as consultants to off-campus agencies, indivi duals, or other parties is
specifically excluded.
It is recognized that, in certain areas of research, the associa ion
of faculty members with off-campus facilitie

has provided access to

expensive and sophisticated types of equipme t not available at the
University and has consequently contributed towards the training and
development of students.

H~wever, in order to preserve as open a

University society as possible, faculty members should attempt to obtain support for unclassified research.
1.

In preservation of academic freedo m, the right of every fac lty

member to solicit, conduct or participate in privately and governmentally
sponsored research of his choice is recogni zed, whether such research is
classified or not, so long as it is within the limits of existing
University of New Mexico policies as detailed in the Q!Q!. Faculty Handbook .
Sponsored research at the University of Ne

Mexico is justified only

when it contributes towar d the professional development of the faculty
and also provides opportunities for the development of students.

Classi-

fied research is no exception to the validity of these two criteria.
Consequently, when a research project is proposed, the University, on
behalf o[ the proponents and/or principal investigators-to-be, will
inform the potential sponsor of UNM's policies relating to classified

research.

Simultaneously, the University will request from the potential

sponsor unrestricted dissemination of the procedures and the results
of the research.

In the event of denial of such request by the potential

sponsor, the proponents will still be free to proceed wi th the i mplene ntation of the contract, so long as it is not in violation of the
following guidelines.

2.

Students may participate in research projects of their interest,

whether classified or not, within the limits of UNM policies, but they
may not use classified data for course credit, theses or dissertations.
If a student intends to use material from a classified project for his
thesis or dissertation, his supervising faculty member must advise him
that he will not be permitted to use any data that would cause his
thesis or dissertation to be restricted from dissemination.

Dissemina-

tion is interpreted to mean "availability to anyone without restriction."
3.

With the exception of the Campus Security Office, the existence

on campus of areas restricted because o~ classified research is prohibited.
4.

In the event that a conflict arises concerning the interpretation

of existing University policies and rules with respect to classified research, an appeal will be heard by the Chairman of the Research Policy
Committee and the Vice President for Research.

At their discretion, they

may request the Research Policy Committee to appoint an ad hoc committee
to further deal with the problem.

If the conflict cannot be resol~ed, the

route of further appeals would be the president and the regents.

THE UN I VERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

DATE :

To :

John Durrie - Secretary - University of New Mexico

FROM:

J. R. Blum - Department of Mathematics

SUBJECT:

Resolution on classified research material.

November 28, 1972

-y]f/8

The following is a resoluti on which I shoul like to submit jointly
with Gilbert Merkx of the Sociology Department.
Resolved: There shall be no classified research carried out by
any academic unit of the University of New Mexico and no such research
presently classified may be used as the basis for a thesis or
dissertation at the University.
In this context classified refers to any mat erials whose free
dissemination is prohibited by any agency of the United States
government for reasons of military security .
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PRO POSA L FO R THE ESTABLISHME NT OF
A DIVISION OF COMPUTING AND I NFOR MATION SCIE NCE

2.

The proposal is to establish the Division of Co mput i nq a nd
Information Science as a teaching unit reportina to th e Aca dem ic
Vice President which will carry out a pro9ram of instruc ti on
in Computinq Science. This proaram will no t automatical l y pr e emp t existing programs or the possibilitie s of addition a l pr oqra ms in the existing colleges and division s .
The proposa l is the r esult of t he wor k of an Ad Hoc Committee on Co mputinq Sc i ence Instructi on anD o i nte d by the Academi c
Vice Presiden t in June, 1971, consistin q of Professors Morri s on
(Mathematics), Sol i e (Electrical Engineer i ng a nd Com puter Scien ce ),
Cooper (Educational Foundations) and Peters ( Busine ss and Adm i nis trative Sciences).
The recommendat i on was reviewed and endorsed by a majority
of the Computing Sc i ence Advisory Committee (Deans Dove,
Lawrence, Rehder and Wollman and Profes s ors Beckel, Bell,
Benedetti, Bolie, Cooper, Koschmann, Mays a nd Pe ters). I t was
al so reviewed and endorsed by the Curriculu m Comm it t ee.
The affairs of the division will be qoverned by a n
executive committee consistinq of the teachinq facult y of th e
Division on full-time and joint appointments and facu l ty
members appo i nted by the Vice President for Academic Affairs
from those colleges having an interest in Computina Scien ce
Education.
Initial staffinq of the Division shall be accomplished by
transfer of qualified staff who desire to transfer from existing
departments, subject to the approval of each of .the con~erned
deans and department chairmen and of the Executive Committee.
The Division will report to the Vice P}esident for
Academic Affairs for a period of three years. At the end.of
that period, the functioning of the Division shall be reviewed
and a decision shall be made to continue the arrangemen t or to
transfer the Division to an existing Colle ge or to other wise
reorganize, restructure or discontinue it.

rnDITl<liAl.. NFORW\TI ~ c,JNCEHH;lfG PROPOSED D V!SION OF C • U'fl m SCI "CE
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STUDY OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING COURSES
AND ASSOCIATE DEGREES

Over the past few years three things have developed at the
University of New Mexico which have combined to create problems
when students wish to transfer between existing Programs. These
three developments were: authorization of Associate of Arts
(AA) Degrees by the Faculty, implementation of On-the-Job Training (OJT) courses in the community by several departments, and
establishment of the Bachelor of University Studies (B.U.S.)
Degree through the University College. Last spring the curricula
Committee was asked to investigate the problem and make specific
recommendations.
The Curricula Committee does not wish to inhibit the implementation of AA Programs or the use of OJT courses. Neither does it
wish to discourage students from transferring from AA Programs
into other University Programs. The problem is easily solved
if all Departments are consistent in their course numbering
system, particularly with regard to OJT courses. Toward this
end the Curricula Committee requests the Faculty to adopt the
regulations given on the following pages.
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SPECIF IC REC0:1MENDATIONS REGARDING ON-11lE -JOR TRAINING
COUH.SES AND ASSOCIATE DEGREES

A•. Trnnsfer from AA Programs to Ot)ier University Status

Students should be permitted to transfer from AA Progrc'.lms to other
University Procrams when they ha~c demonstrated the capability for accompli shing
University level work. Regular entrance requirements such as high sch ool diploQa,
satisfactory high school 2rt1de point average, etc., should then be waived. The
following specific rules must be enforced.

l.

A stuclent in an AA Pror,ra~ may transfer into another University st a tus
after successful completion of 26 hours of courses at the 100 level or
above, with a scholarship index of 2.0 or above. The student must be
acceptable to the college into which he wishes to transfer. Transferring
of credit/no credit courses should be bound by standard University
regulations limiting such courses to one per semester.

2.

All Associate Degree students in regular University courses (e.g. English 101,
History 100, Psychology 101, etc.) should be offered the same opportunities
for accomplishment as other Univer sity students. If special sections of
these courses are nrranged which are designed to overcome specific deficiencies of the AA !:iudents, this special work should be integrated with the
material offere d to other students so that AA students may achieve the
same levels of accomplishment as other students by the end of the course.

3,

Each college which sets up an Associate Degree Program is responsible
for proper nDmbcring of courses withi.n that program. If the course
description indicates the numbering may be inappropri~te as compared
with other university courses at the same level, the Curricula Coiimlittee
will request renumbe ring (either up or do•.m). No course should be numbered
at the 100 level which does not involve a learning experience of at least
college freshman level calibre. Courses labelled nt the 200 level or
above should be at a higher level and be comparable to other courses at
that level in the University of New Mexico curriculum. The calibr~ of
courses should be measured by the following criteria: a) the quality and
degree of difficulty in comprehension of the material presented, as cornpared ·with similar courses at other institutions or -ui th other courses
at the University of New Mexico; b) the rate at which the material is
presented, i.e., the total ~mount of material comp·o.rcd to the time
available for presentation; c) whether or not college level courses are
required as prerequisites for the course; d) demonstration by the students
that they h?.vc grasped the material, i.e., by probl£..1n solving, regular
examinntions, supcrvir.ed practical examination (as in a laboratory or
OJT course) or other appropriate means; e) hours credit should be appropriate to the type of ~ork done (e.g. full credit for lecture and recit2l
activities, one third credit for supervised labor .. tory or OJT work ) ;
f) criteria for letter gradcG given should include standard testing
procedures plus evaluations of student industry, perccptivity, and amount
of work done.
/

.,,. .
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B.

Rcgu 1 ;it ions Conc~rn inr, On-The-Job Training ( OJT) Courses

On-TI1c-Job Training Courses arc defined ns those courses primarily
desii;ncd to give students pr.1ctical experience in a community setting appro priate for their field of endeavor. These courses .ire usually given off c ampus
and stud~nts arc frequently directly supervised by people v.·ho do not have
University appointments.
1.

OJT courses should be nu:r.bcred using the criteria outlined above in
A-3. OJT tourses witl,out t~M course prcrequ1s1tes or cor~quisites
should be numbered below the 100 level.

2.

All OJT cour ~es may be graded on a credit/non-credit or pass /fail
basis, but there should be a written evaluation of each student by
his supervisor.

· 3,

Ski lls learned in OJT courses should be clearly related to concepts
being taur,ht in other courses in the ·Program.

4.

Students in OJT courses numbered at the 100 level or above shoul d
be directly supervised by a qualified individual who has had extensive
discussions with the Ul~1 faculty member in charge of the course. Th ese
discussions should clarify and outline educational objectives, grading
proceGures, and mc~ns of attaining objectives. Thece discussions should
be renewed periodically and take place at least once a year.

5,

The faculty member in charge of the OJT course should make periodic
visits to the agency in ~hich students are obtaining their training
to insure that the 2gency is . fulfilling its obligation to the students,

2.::r
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II.

POS SIBLE LIMITATION ON TRANSFER OF OJT COURSES
TOWARD B.u.s. DEGREE

In addition to the preceding recommendations a further issue
arose which the Curricula Committee felt was a policy matter
for the Faculty to decide. The main specific problem which
has arisen is that students are allowe d credit for any cou r se
numbered at or above the 100 level toward their B.u. s . Degree .
For that reason some fear has been exp ress e d that an e xce ssive
number of hours of On-the-Job Training courses could be used
toward a B.U.S. Degree if and when a student wishes to tran s fer
from an AA Program or other program which involves OJT courses.
The philosophy of the B.U.S Degree when it was started was th a t
no limitations should be placed on a student who wished to pl a n
a special degree program that did not coincide with those currently offered. Consequently any courses numbered at the 100
level or above can be used for this purpose.
In interviewing various people to develop the recommendations
submitted separately, the Curricula Committee found a dive rgence of opinion as to whether a new limitation should now be
placed on the B.U.S. Degree.
Some felt that an unlimited number
of OJT courses should not be allowed as credits toward a B.U.S.
Degree. Others felt the philosophy of B.U.S. should be preserved and no limitations placed.
For purposes of framing a discussion of the problem, the Curr i cula
Conunittee offers the following new regulation regarding B.U.S.
Degrees:
"Students wishing to obtain a Bachelor of University
Studies Degree may use only 8 hours of OJT courses
at the 100 level or above for credit toward this
degree."

11/72
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Date: November 16, 1972
To:
From :
Subject:

All Faculty Member~
R. C. DeVrie~, Chairman, Registration Task Force
Questionnaire Concerning Proposed Revision of Course Drop/ Add Policy

BACKGROUND:
With the approval of the Faculty Policy Committee, Vice-President Travelstead appointed a Registration Task Force to revie,..,
the existing Registration system and to recommend both short-range an d long-range policy changes with a \ ie\'< tow ;ird
improving the system. The task force is broadly composed of faculty, students and adm inistrators.

The existing drop/add policy became the first order of business with th e hope that the policy and procedure could be alrered
in time for the upcoming 1973 Spring Semester. Therefore, the Registration Task Force is seeki ng your reaction to the
proposed change in drop /add policy. The proposed change is simply an interim step toward a long-range solution .
Thus far, under presen t regulations, the drop/add volume has grown to 65,000 transactions in the current semester. 90,000 is
a solid estimate for the entire current Fall semester. In the 1970 Fall semester, before pre-regi strati on and the new drop/add
regulations, 30,000 transacti ons was the total experience. The consequences of the present policy go far beyond that of hard,
cold figures. Few people reali ze the impact of this policy on the day-to-day operation of the University.

IMPACT OF PRESENT POLICIES :
The Task Force considered a number of the consequences or impacts of the present policy, particularly the present twelfth
~eek deadline for the student to unilaterally drop courses or change between the various grading options. Among the primary
impacts are:
1. Student Records- Facuity class lists, grade reports, and student enrollment and grade records are inaccurate and delayed
beyond acceptable limits. There is not sufficient time to process all transactions prior to the produ ction of faculty and
student reports. The faculty suffers from not knowing who is officially in class, and the stud ents suffer from inaccurate

grade reporting and transcript issuance.
2. Disc~uragement of Responsibility- Rather than encourage a student to make up his mind about classes as quickly as
~oss1ble, the present policy encourages him to delay his decision until the twe lfth week of the semester and beyond. Then
if he is not doing well, it encourages him to quit or change to th Credit Option , rather than encouraging him to try
harder. Class space is then left unoccupied in many courses that earlier were much in dem and , thereby compounding
enrollment pressures the next time these courses are offered.

NEW POLICY:
Accordingly, the Tasl< Force is considering -proposing changes in the drop/add regulations as follow~:
1· A student has the right to withdraw from a course, or courses, during the fir t four weeks of the semester or the first two
we~ks ~f the summer session without a grade, except that a grade of '"F"assigned by. a~ instruc~or on the basis of
Unive.rs1ty regulations relating to student dishonesty will be shown and counted on the off1c1al transcript. When~ student
exercises the right of withdrawal after the first four weeks of the semester or the second week of summer session up to
and including the last day of the twelfth week of the semester or the sixth week of the summer session, he will receive a
grade of "W" if he is passing the course or a grade of "F" for undergraduates ("NC" for graduates) if he is failing the
course at the time of withdrawal , as determined by the instructor in the course.
·
2 A student cannot withdraw from a course or courses after the end of the twelfth week of the semester or the si th week
of the summer session and receive a grade' of "W" wi{hout petition to, and approval by, the dean or director of his school
or college, which approval is limited to hardship cases involving circumstances beyond the student's control.
3· No change in grading options in any course can be made after the fourth week of the semester or the second week of the
summer session,e~ 1 Letter grade to credit option.
Please retu rn attached ballot promptly and no later than November 2 7.
For details of the existing drop/add or program change regulations refer to the University Catalog or Faculty Handbook.

2
(This pro pos a l has been approv ed by the Collere ~f / r t s and
Sci e nces, t h e Co lle fe cf h duca tton , and the Surricula CoF~l t tee . }

PROPOSAL FOR A DEPAR'l'MI.;N'I' OF LINGUISTICS Il~ THE COLLEGE OF Jl.RTS AND
SCIENCES
l. Why should there be a more clearly defined formal linguistics
unit at the University of New Mexico?
A.

Benefits that will accrue to the University.

The University of new Mexico needs broad ranging expertise in
linguistics in order to stay abreast in a number of academic
disciplines.
In the College of Arts and Sciences these include
the clepartments of Anthropology, Conununicative Disorders, English,
Mathematics, Modern and Classical Languages, Philosophy, Psychology,
Speech Conununication, and probably others.
In the College of
Education most departments require some sophistication in linguistics.
Among the other units in the University which stand to benefit from
linguistics are Engineering, Computing Sciences, and the .L'1edical School.
A better defined linguistics unit is necessary in order for
the University of New Mexico to capitalize fully on its unique
opportunity to make a significant contribution to the solution of
sociocultural and educational problems in the Southwest. The
~ery context in which the University of New Mexico is situated
is.argument enough of the need for a carefully planned linguistics
unit.

B. Inadequacy of the present Program in Linguistics and
!:_anguage Pedagogy.
.
Substantial changes should be made as quickly as possible to
improve the structure of the existing Program in Linguistics and
~an~uage Pedagogy. some of the ways in which the pre 7e~t.structure
is i~adequate were spelled out in a report from the visiting Danforth
Committee which was chaired by Thomas A. Sebeok:
At the present time the linguistics offerings are
scattered • • . in several departments and two colleges,
but from the students' point of view the program does
not offer a balanced course of study, since advanced
courses appear to be the responsibility of no
particular department and, as a consequence,.are
not adequately provided for. Many students in the
College of Education expressed the need for more
advanced courses (April 17, 1971, PP· 1-2).

The Danforth Committee reconunended that a Department of Linguistics

be formed.
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C.

Priority and feasiLility of formalizing a linguistics unit.

Among the top priority imperatives for higher education in the

United States is the need for an adequate response to sociocultural
clifferences. ;1owhere is there a greater opportunity to make a creative
response to this problem than in the State of New :-1exico. It is
seriously doubtful that the University of New Mexico will be able
to participate adequately in the development of multicultural
educational programs without the contribution of a carefully planned
linguistics unit.
This indicates the priority that a linguistics
unit should receive when considered along with other proposals for
new programs •
. Interest in linguistics ar11....,ng faculty members c1.nd students at the
University of Nmv Mexico s!1ows that in spite of a lean University
buGgct there is likely to be no Letter time at which to advance a
proposal to forrnali ze a lin0uistics unit. l\rrtong the professors already
on campus w!-10 have expressed a keen awareness of the irr,portance of
~ing~istics to their disciplines ~re the members of the Coordinating
t~nuni ttee for the Program in Linguistics and Language Pedagogy, G.
.
Cills (Modern and Classical Languages), D. Brodkey (r:lementary Education),
F. Chreist {Communicative Disorders), v. John (Educational Foundations),
n. Pickett {English), n. Rigsby (Anthropology), B. Spolsky (Anthro~olo<Jy~ , n.• Hhi te (secondary Education) , Rodney Young (Elementary
L\1ucation) , Robert Young (Modern and Classical Languages) , and ~1.
7.1ntz (r.lemcntar" :education).
Other members of the faculty who have
~uuglit, or. arc n~w teaching, courses cross-listed by linguistics
lncluc1c 11. lllcxanc.1er (Philosophy), "T. Bergen (r,iodern and Classical
Ltingua<Jes), D. J~utt (Communicative Disorders), R. Cobos (Modern and
Cl~~sical Lun<JUu.<JGS) , I~. Duddy (ElP.mentary Education) , r.. Goodman
(Pi'J.lor.ophy), :, . Jaramillo (l~lementary Education) , J. Kuntz (English),
r:. Larnt;,dri<l (llodcrn and CLu;sical Langua9es) , c. r.1 cDermott (Philosophy) ,
·· Macias (Secondary Education) , R. Haz6n (Educational Foundations),
ll. Holcr (Mathematics an<l Statistics), ~. O'I1eil (Philosophy), P.
Prouse (Secondary r.ducation), R. Rosenfeld (Speech Communication),
tJ. Ryan (~pecch conununication), n. Serrano (Educational Foundc:-..tions),
~· ~PolsJ~y (:Cnglish), and H. Tuttle (Philosophy). The fact that th~re
~: interes~ and competence to provide lingu~s~i<?s courses of.a.consid1.
variet~, and depth incicates the feasibility of formalizing. a
o~nguir.;tics unit at tl~e Un.i versi ty of Ne,·r Hexico at th~ present t:me.
couree, it should be remembered that the need for bH? program is
u.r<JUT:lent enough for i tn feasibility•

.:ibl~

")

.. ·

i,'Ji,, shoulLi. t)lerc be a Lin']uis tics Depart1~ent in the Colle<]"e

~rts antl ~cie11~?
Some heuristic guic.1elincf. .
j_ •
.!!_i.s i~-eortant thu t the heal tL:' ir.~erc1i~cir>linary
f.lavor er+0cJi0.r1 ii: e 1c historical relation~lup of the
~rO<Jrn°r:1---rn- L1ngu1:mcs an<.~ Lon<;uage Pedagog¥ to the
~llege of Education nnd to the College of Hrts an<l
§._cicnc0.s Le preserved.

'l'he

·

significance! of the intcr~isciplinary nature of linguistics

''
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was emphasized in the report of the Danforth Committee:
The present Program in Linguistics and Language
Pedagogy • • • provides a number of necessary
services • • • • These services bridge two colleges,
the College of Arts and Sciences and the College of
Education • • • [and] a number of departments, e.g.,
Anthropology, English, and the various language
departments • • • • There is a deep felt need
for these services in the several ethnic groups
(Native American, Black, Chicano) • • • (p. 1).

1

ii. The continued relevance of lin uistics at the
Udiversity of New Mexico to sociocu tural and
e ucational needs In the Southwest must be
.9,uaranteed.

Th~ contributions of psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics to the
unique educational and sociocultural challenges of the Southwest
rnust not be short-circuited by purely theoretical ; research interests.
There must be a counterbalancing of theoretical and applied concerns.
My proposed structure for a formal linguistics unit can only
g~ar~ntee this counterbalance by providing a well-defined arena
within \t.'hich the theoretcial and applied interests will be certain
make constant contact thus generating new ideas and new methods
or attacking practical problems.

io

the area of lin uistic
~his.ef~ort is the counterbalance for the thrust indicated in
n~:~ristic ii. The importance of linguistic theory to the
intenance of acceptable standards of academic excellence in a
number of closely related disciplines is indicated in the
~ar~ount importance of linguistic research to ~heories ?£.learning,
ognition, practical and theoretical investigations of finite
automata, epistemology human systems of interaction, psychomotor
~id Psychoneural pathoiogies sociology and other fields. Points
1 and · · ·
'
'
· exce 11ence and
SOci ~ taken together ensure
both academic
OCultural relevance.
~:·.Thelin uistics unit at the Universit of New.
xico sou
rov e for o timal flex bi it
within
~~e lim ts of resources for the lann n of cour~~
-:~_1:,_E-~~--~E...-~!1-E...sraduate and graduate students•
· a grea t
of a good grounding in linguistics to students in
min~:tY.of disciplines suggests that the undergraduate and graduate
Yraau:tin linguistics should be strengthened and t~at an undere major should be added. A Master of Arts in
The
var· Val ue

·,
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Linguistics should be added to the available options, as soon as
possible, and a Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics eventually.
The Master of Arts and Certificate in the Teaching of English
to Speaker of Other Languages should be bolstered by providing
for ~re advanced graduate courses in linguistics and better
lequencing of the current offerings.

• I

•

B.

Alternative structures considered.

Assuming the validity of the arguments for the need, priority,
and feasibility of a more formal linguistics unit at the University
of New Mexico (discussed in sections lA-lC above) and also
assuming the usefulness of the heuristic guidelines (described
~n sections 2Ai-2Aiv, inunediately preceding) the crucial question
is how to structure a linguistics unit.
There are many ways that a linguistics unit might be structcred,
and the Coordinating Conunittee for the existing Program in
Linguistics and Language Pedagogy has, for practical reasons, only
considered some of them. In principle, there exists an indefinitelY.
larg~ number of possible alternatives on a scale from a division
of ~1nguistics to a department of linguistics, not to mention the
var1ab~es of what exi·sting or new structures a division or departrn7nt might fit into and how. To avoid becoming bogged down in a
discussion of all the alternatives that might be proposed, the b·ro
~xtremcs (division versus department) and two of the possible points
etween will be considered.
i.

A division of linguistics.

A proposal for the establishment of a Division of Linguistics was
advanced by the Coordinating committee for the Program in Linguistics
:nd Language Pedagogy in the Fall of 1971 and was forwarded to the
cacu~ty of the College of Education by the College cf Education Policy
nommittee on October 28, 1971~ Due to unfavorable reactions from a
CUI!\be~ of key faculty members and administrators in both colleges, the
~~~rdinating Committee for the Program in Linguistics and Language
agogy withdrew the proposal.

(l) There were several difficulties entailed by the proposed di!ision:
The Chairman of the Division of Linguistics was to be appo.1.nted.
1N Y the Academic Vice President
and the unit was so structured that 1. t
v~Uld have reported more or le~s directly to the Office of the Academic
/ 0 e President.
This was viewed as problematic for at least two reasons:
~r~t,
it.threatened
the status of existing departments in the Coll~ge
0
~ ~ducat1on and in the College of Arts and Sciences; and, second, it
i~~ d have increased the burden on an office of the University adminth ration Which is already overloaded (by any reasonable definition of
ou~ term).
(2) The proposed Division of Linguistics did not spell
de .c~early enough the important matters of jurisdiction over personnel
Pr~l~i~ns including appointments, promotions, leaves of absence, etc•,
Pot!n~ions for budget, conditions for joint offering of courses, and
int. ial benefits to existing departments and programs (i.e.,
erms of purely progranunatic considerations).
b
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(3) Communication with faculty and administration did not permit
sufficient input in the developmental ~tages and failed to incorpor~te adequate safeguards to protect the interests of existing
departments and programs while at the same time ensuring the ilnpl~ntation 'of adequate mechanisms for fruitful interdisciplinary efforts.
The main arguments in favor of a Division of Linguistics, ~f
course/ must not be overlooked or lightly dismissed. A Division
of Lintjuistics would have attempted to (1) preserve the intexdisciplinary flavor of the Program in Lingufstics and Language
Pedagogy (in keeping with heuristic 2Ai); (2) to achieve a
desirable balance between the Colleges of Arts and Sciences and
Educat~on in terms of theory and practice (see guidelines 2Aii and
2Aiii)t, and (3) to provide flexible courses-of-study for graduate
and undergraduates (2Ai v) •

.

The main reason that the Coordinating Committee for the Program
in Linguistics and Language Pedagogy has opted not to propose a
division at the present time is that the benefits mentioned i11 the
i_rnmediately preceding paragraph mai all be obtained within th,~
framew6rk of a De artment of Lin uistics in the Colle e of Ar~
an Sciences as propose
e ow. A so, t e o Jections to a
cITvisional status are not applicable to the proposed Department
of Linguistic~. What is more, there are serious difficulties involved in proposing a divisional status at the present time.
The Coordinating committee for the Program in Linguistics and
Language Pedagogy represents a relatively small segment of the
UniverGity faculty at a slightly less than departmental leveJ.
h proposal for divisional status would have required key changes in
the structure of university-wide programs--programs whicn sp n
the interests of a large number of well established departments
ar.d programs, and which cross boundaries between complex col - ege
c str~ctures as well. Long range p.lanning involving faculty
.
0 tnmittces from several colleges, key administrators and creative
researchers in educational administration would have been requiree
also.
a diF?r.a11 of the foregoing reasons, the possibility of proposing
for ;~sional status for a linguistics unit is rejected, at least
lingu·e ~resent. The option should be reconsidered after a formal
unde ~s:ics unit has been established, if and when the Unive:r.-sity
t·lide r ~kes. the responsibility for the requisite long-range Universityfundsp anning, as well as for the appropriation of the necessary
· Provided adequate resources can be enlisted for investigating

·- - .

•
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University-wide systems for delivering interdisciplinary programs,
the prospect of incorporating the linguistics unit into such a
program will no doubt be met with vigorous enthuaiasm and aupport.
In the meantime, other alternatives which are currently more ·
feasible must be explored.
ii. Committee structures between divisional and
departmental status.

Two types of committee structure have been considered. An
Interdepartmental Committee housed within the College of Education
or the College of Arts and Sciences is one possibility (essentially
this would constitute a continuation of the existing program); a .
committee as a sub-unit in an existing department is another
possibility.
The first option is rejected for precisely the same reasons
~he existing Coordinating Committee for the Program in
Linguistics and Language Pedagogy is regarded as inadequate.
The section from the Danforth Committee report quoted in part J~
above is sufficient indication of the inadequacy of the present
status. There is no clear understanding between the Committee and
existing departments in the College of Education and in the College
of Arts and Sciences as to which linguistics courses will be
?ffere<l, how often, and by whom. The result is that it is quite
impos~ible within the existing framework to define a core of
linguistics courses with rational prerequisites, and sequencing.
Budgetary considerations are similarly problematic. Ordinary
ma~ters such as secretarial services and copying facilities become
InaJor difficulties. At least one such conunittee system at
~Other major university, namely, Stanford, has been examined~
nfortunately, Stanford is extremely unhappy with its own committee
set-up and is in the process of moving to a departmental structure.
tl.iat

i

A second type of conunittee structure considered was a sub-unit
nan existing department. The main difficulty with any such
Pr~posal is that it runs afoul of all the hazards plaguing the
~~ 1 •~in9 Coordinating conunittec plus some new ones.
Promotional
9
n 1derations for joint appointments are naturally more curnberhozne, and increasingly so when one of the parties to the appointment
n? autonomy for budgetary, progranunatic, or jurisdictional
ra~~sions. In addition, it is difficult to select (on any
a lo~al basis} a department for the linguistics unit to b 7
c~;~~iatcd with. Should it be luithropology? . English? Philosophy?
Educa C~lurn and Instruction? l1oclern and Classical Languages?
QS b ~ional Foundations?
Any choice seems nearly as good or.
rna. aa as another.
All of the possihle arrangements would violate
·
· 11 Y.2A1.
·
TheJor . CJ u7• d ing
principles stated in section 2A, especia
9rea~ifficulty of maintaining an interdisciplin~ry flavor 7s, .
than ' ana the outlook for academic excellence is less optimistic
~e ~or alternative structures. For these and other reas?ns
stru~ Ssibili ty of a continuation or elaboration of a comnu. ttee
ture is rejected.

a!s

..
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iii.

Departmental structure.

There are two significant arguments against a Department of
Linguistics: one is the possibility of endangering the interdisciplinary
tone o~ the current program; and the other is that a Departmen · of
Linguistics in the College of Arts and Sciences might tend to gravitate
too far in the direction of theoretical research interests while a
Department in the College of Education might tend to lean too far towards
applied concerns. Either possibility seems inimical to the objectives
stated and implied in section 2A above. However, safeguards have been
planned into the proposal for a Department of Linguistics in the
Colleg~ of Arts and Sciences which will prevent the realization of
cither ' of the above mentioned dangers. The interdisciplinary nature
of linguistics is preserved in carefully specified relationships
(and m~chanisms for the efficient functioning of those relationships)
~etwcen the proposed Department of Linguistics and other departments
in the College of hrts and Sciences and in the College of ~ducation.
The counterbalancing of applied and theoretical interests is effected
through the structuring of core courses for the Bachelor of Arts in
Linguistics. l\bout half of them are best conceived as coursea in
theory, and about half are directed at applied interests. As an
a~ditional safeguard to ensure both the interdisciplinary nat~re of
linguistics (2Ai) and a balance of theoretical and applied interests
(2Aii-2Aiii), the membership among the voting faculty of the proposed
Deparbnent of Linguistics is distributed equally between the College
of Education and the College of Arts an<l Sciences (see section 3C
below) .

. By virtue of the safeguards just discussed, the arguments which
previously vied for a divisional status now apply to a departmental
one: ~he pri.1cipal advantages of a division are achieved through a
departmental structure, and the substantive objections to a divisional '
stat~s do not apply to the proposed departmental structure. In
pa~tic~lar, the proposed Department of Linguistics is not a threat to
existing programs and departments. It reports to a Dean just as do
~11 other depnrtrnents; the objection concerning the potential overaUrd7ning of the Office of the Academic Vice }'resi~f!nt. no longer
PPl1es; the nearly overwhelming problems o_J.linstituting a new
structure on a university-wide basis are avoided.
On a lesser scale,
fnPro70-type for interdisciplinary programs is effected by modest changes
L'" ex~sting structures. In fact, the formation of a Department of
lnguistics in the College of Arts and Sciences as proposed below,
should onhancc the general thrust of developing and testing iew
:tructures for interdisciplinary programs. Indeed, one aspect of
tl~ch a development should be thorough exploration c>f the advantages and
lsadvantage~ of interdisciplinary studies made available through small
scale changes in traditional administrative units.
u
One other <1uestion that rneri ts attention here is why the
o~o~osed Departrnent of Lingui s tics should be situated in ~he College
Prolrts and Sciences rather than in the College of Education. The
andlos~l ( detailed in section 3) recommends the College of Arts .
Wit}S~iences for several reasons. For one, the College of Edu?at1on
tuu~ i~s tlep~rbnent~ of Element~ry Bduca~i~n, Se~ondary Edu~ation,
ational Foundations, Educational Administration, and Hea.lth,
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Physical l~ducation, and Recreation, is so organized that a Department
of LinC]Uis tics seems quite out of place. The fact is that the
ucpartments in the College of Education are categorized on the basis of
grade levels, or educational procedures (with the exception of Educational Foundations, and certain other programs such as Curriculum and
Instruction). By contrast, a Department of Linguistics seems perfectly
consonant with the departmental structure of the College of Arts and
Sciences where the various categories include Anthropology, Engli h,
Philosophy, Mathematics, Psychology, etc.
The Visiting Danforth Committee reconunended a departmental
st~ucture for linguistics in the College of ~rts and Sciences:
In order to preserve what is good in the present arrangement
and at the same time to remove it from its present vulnerability,
we recomrr.cnd that a Department of Linguistics be set up in the
College of 1\rts an<l Sciences. However, every effort should
Le made to insure continuation of the present easy cooperation
with the College of Education.
The majority of the departmental representatives that the members
of the Visiting Conunittee talked to were in favor of the
formation of a Department of Linguistics . • • . Most of the
students we talked to favored a department since it would give
them a feeling of identity not possible in the present
scattered arrangement, and it would provide a place for the
offering of more advanced courses in linguistics.

. . . . . . . .

•

• • • • • • •

.

..

. . . . . .

. . . . .

While formation of a Department of Linguistics would relieve
the present pressure of the Department of Anthropology
to accept cross-appointments of linguists who are not .
anthropological linguists, it should be stressed that it
would be highly desirable for the Department of Anthropology
to main~ain its strength in the field of anthropological
linguistics • • . . This latter commitment is essential
because of the great variety of American Ind~an languages
spoken within the borclers of New Mexico (April 17, 1971, P· 2).
3.

-

the establishment of a De artment of Lin ui~tics
Arts and sciences.

in

A.

Budget.
i.

Full-time ap~ointments.

Initially, the Department of Linguistics will have two full-time faculty
:~mbers (B. Spolsky and J. Oller). The rate of growth an~ eventual
tlcze of full-time faculty will depend on th~ ~egree to w~ich.other
thPartrnents maintain or increase their traditional contribution ~o
e teaching of courses in linguistics. At least one new full-time

Jf,
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position should be added in 1973-74.
ii.

Joint appointments.

Faculty members who hold rank in linguistics and another department
are termed joint appointments. They will have full voting
privileges, whether or not they are compensated by the Linguistics
Department.
iii.

Associated faculty.

Any faculty member who does not hold rank in linguistics but who
teaches a course formally cross-listed with the Linguistics Department
is a member of the associated faculty.
He or she may or may not be
compensated by the Linguistics Department.
iv.

Funds for courses and graduate assistants.

The budget for the Linguistics Department should include sufficient
money to pay for necessary courses in linguistics not supported by
other departments. At least three graduate assistants are needed.
v.

Travel funds.

Conunensurate with the size of the full-time faculty, and in
pr~portion to the other departments of the College of Arts and
Sciences, travel funds will be made available for the full-time
staff. Faculty members who hold joint appointments will negotiate
travel funds through the department or departments from which
they are receiving compensation.
vi.

Secretarial services and other necessary expenses.

Funds sufficient for a full-time secretary at the departmental
le~el should be made available. Office supplies (including a typewrit~r, filing cabinets, etc.) and copying facilities should be
Provided.

B.

Reporting.

Due to the interdisciplinary nature of the Linguistics
De~artment, reports will go to the Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, with copies to the Dean of the College of Education.
Should faculty members from other colleges also be granted joint
appointments in linguistics copies of reports will also be sent
to the deans of their respe~tive colleges.
It is understood that
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the Department of Linguistics is jurisdictionally within the
College of Arts and Sciences and that final authority resides there.
C.

Governance of the department.

In order to maintain the special interdisciplinary and intercollegiate nature of the linguistics program at the University of
New Mexico, the Department of Linguistics will be governed by a
committee which will function for all departmental purposes as
the voting faculty of the department. Full-time appointments,
and joint appointments, i.e., faculty members who hold rank in
the Department of Linguistics, will automatically be members of
the committee when in residence. When necessary, additional
members of the committee will be appointed from among the associated
faculty by the dean of their college in order to insure that membership of the committee is drawn equally from the College of Arts and
Sciences and the College of Education. Such additional appointments
shall be for a term of two years. The committee will initially
consist of twelve members and will be increased as necessary to
maintain the desired balance. Recommendations will be made to
the deans of the College of Arts and Sciences and the College of
E~ucation by the Coordinating Committee for the Program in
Linguistics and Language Pedagogy. The initial membership will
b 7 determined by appointment of the respective deans.
Once established, the committee will assume the normal responsibilities of
a departmental faculty.
D.

Proposed courses for the B.A. in linguistics.

The Bachelor of Arts in Linguistics should require at least
The following courses are to be included
in the.core of required courses: Introduction to Lingu~stics 292,
Phonet 7cs 303, Phonological Analysis 317-L, and Grarnrna~ical
.
Analysis 418-L. As soon as possible advanced courses in phonological
~nalysis and grammatical analysis should be added. Also, a course
in th~ history of linguistics should be added. Students who wish
to maJor in linguistics would be required to complete two yea.rs of
study of a foreign language or to demonstrate equivalent competence.
Students would be encouraged to do at least one semester of study
of a non-Indo-European language. An additional
·
· b i· 1 ingua
·
l
course in
education should be added to the available options as soon as
possible.
~6 hours of coursework.

Undergraduate students who wish to minor in linguistics
would be required to take the core courses for the major(exclusive
of the advanced courses in grammar and phonology) and two additional
courses in order to make up a minor of 21 hours.

1

-DRAFTLIST OF COURSES FOR PROPOSED
DEPARTMENT OF LINGUISTICS

The list that follows is in two parts. The first part c ~~sists of courses in linguis~ics that are believed centra' to
the various teaching functions of the proposed Department of
Linguistics.
This first list includes courses that make up
the core of the proposed UDdergraduate major and the existing
undergraduate minor.
It also contains courses appropriate for
graduate students in various colleges ana departments who
wish to develop a concentration in ling~istics as well as
courses for non-linguists in various parts of the university.
Many of these courses are currently offered by linguists in
existing departments.
Some of them are new and need to be added.
The second part consists of courses which are consiaered to be
of interest or value to linguisticsstudents. It is the belief
of the Coordinating Committee for the Program in Linguistics
and Language Pedagogy that all of the courses listed below
taken as a whole insure the possibility of offering a strong
major and minor for undergraduate students, and sufficient
breadth and depth for graduate students who wish to concentrate in linguistics.
PART r
General Linguistics:
200

Introduction to the Study of La~~uage.

(3 or 4)

A general introduction to language and language sciences for
undergraduates which is intended to fulfiil breadth requirements in any college.
/Fall, Spring/
(Currently offered as Linguist~cs 292)
Oller, Young, Bills, Spolsky, Rigsby
400

Introduction to Linguistics.

(3)

~or linguistics majors and advanced undergraduates and graduates
in Education, the Humanities, and Social Sciences. A first
course in the descriptive and historical study of language.
Includes linguistic analysis, structures of language, language
typology, and language in its socio-cultural setting.
/Fall, Spring/
.
(Currently filled by Anthropology 354 and English 440)
Pickett, and staff

soo

Introduction to Anthropological Linguistics.

(6)

An introduction to modern descriptive linguistics, principles.of

comparative linguistics field methods, and language as a socioc l
,
u tural phenomenon.
/Fall/
( 'l'o
be
filled by Anthropology SXX}
Rigsby

-3nature of such structures rather than on the formalization of
linguistic rules and grammars to generate them. Pre-req. 200 or 400.
/Spring/
(Filled currently by Anthropology 418)
Bills, Young, Oller
422

Granunar II.

( 3)

survey of problems in g enerative grammar. Alternative formalizatio~for generating specific structures. Formal and substantive
universals of grammatical structures.
Emphasis ranges from syntax
to pragmatics.
Pre-req. 321.
/Fall/
**(To be added as soon as possible)
Bills, Oller, Young

A

520

Seminar in Grarrunar.

( 3)

Topics in generative grammar. Pre-req. 422.
/Fall/
(Filled in part by Anthropology 554)
Rigsby, Oller, Bills
Historical and Comparative Linguistic~:

330

Introduction to Historical Linguistics.

survey of the presumed genetic relationships between the
languages of the world and the methods used to determine these
relationships.
Pre-req. 200 or 400.
/Spring/
(Currently by Anthropology 446)

A

Psycholinguistics:
341

Psycholinguistics I.

{ 3)

Introduction to language acquisition phenomena, psychological
aspects of granunar, perception of speec~ signals, interpretation
of utterances and concomitant psychological processes.
In
general, language based cognitive processes. Pre-req. 200 or 400.
/Fall/
(Psych. 367)
Offir
442

Psycholinguistics II.

(3)

Ling~i~tic theory in relation to language ~c9u~sition and
cognition.
Especially first language acquisition.
Pre-req. 341.
/Spring/
(Psych. 467)
Offir
540

Seminar in Psycholinguistics.

(3)

To pies
·
·
in language acquisition and language based cognition.
Pre-req. 442.
/Spring/
(Psych. 567)
Offir

'] ' j
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542

(3)

Cognitive Developmen t .

seminar in the acq uisition of language behavior. Especial ly the
acquisition of systems for the codification of meanings. Prereq. 2 0 0 or 4 0 0.
/Fall/
(Educat i onal Foundations 547 )
John
Socio l inguisti cs :

351

Socioli n guis tics I .

(3 )

A first course in the study of are al d ifferences between l a nguage
varieties, social stratification of language varieties, a nd
cultural differences.
Pre-req. 200 or 400.
/Spring/
(Anthropology 45 9)
Spolsky

452

Sociolinguistics II.

(3)

Continuation of sociolinguistics I. Emphasis on parti c u lar
problems of social strati fication, multi-lingual societies,
and educational implications. Pre-req. 351.
/Fall /
*{To be added when possible)
Spolsky
~cat i onal Linguistics:

364

Teaching of Reading.

( 3)

Applications of linguistics to the teaching of reading ski l l s.
Pre-reg. 200 or 400.
/Spring/
(Secondary Education 442)
White

460

Psycholinguistics: Second Language Learning.

( 3)

Proc 7ssesand strategies of second l anguag 7 lea:ni n g in nat~:a l
settings and classroom situations. Relationshios between Lirst
and second language acquisition. Special emphasis on the pragmatic
process of rule acquisition and coding operations. Pre-reg . 200
or 400.
/Fall/
(Currently filled by Curric ulum and Instruction 480 or
Modern Languages 480)
Oller, Spolsky

360

Educational Linguistics.

( 3)

Survey of aspects of linguistics and its relevance to
language in education.
Pre-reg. 200 or 400.
/Spring/
*(To be added when possible)
Spolsky, Oller
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462

3 01.,

Teaching of English as a Second Language.

(3)

Bibliography, survey, and evaluation of methods and materials.
Pre-req. 200 or 400.
/Summer, Fall, Spring/
(Currently offered as Curriculum and Instruction 48- )
Young, Spolsky, Ulibarri, White, Zintz

464

Language Testing.

(3)

Measurement of language skii:s. For students interested in
applied linguistics, language teaching, a~d psycholinguistics.
Pre-req. 200 or 400.
/Fall/
(Educational Foundations 547 when taught on this topic)
Oller, Spolsky
560

Seminar in Applied Linguistics.

Topics concerning applications of linguistic theory to language
teaching, mechanical translation, information retrieval, finite
automata, etc.
Pre-req. 200 or 400.
/Spring/
(Currently filled by Linguistics 555)
Oller, Spolsky
History of Linguistics:

370

( 3)

History of Linguistics.

survey of methods and assumptions involved in the scient ific
study of language from antiquity to present day.
An overview
of philosophical, prescriptive, mathematical (logic al) , and
linguistic approaches to the study of language. Pre-req. 200 or 400.
/Fall/
**(robe added as soon as possible)

A

Lingui?_tics and Related Discipline~:

j80

Applications of Ling,1 · s-c1c s .

( 3)

Survey of the relations between linguistics and other fields.
Stylistics, machine translation, logic, philosophy, history, etc.
Pre-req. 200 or 400.
/Spring alternate years/
*(To be added when possible)
Spolsky, Oller
382

Linguistic Field Methods.

( 3)

~aly~is of language data from non-Inda-European languages.
ractice in transcription, phonemic analysis, andintroducti on to
morphological analysis.
/Fall alternate years/
(Anthropology 313L)
384

Language and Culture.

( 3)

An examination of the inter-relations
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other selected aspects of culture.
/Spring/
(Anthropology 359)
Rigsby, Spolsky
386

Multilingual Education.

Pre-req . 200 or 400.

(3)

Survey of multilingual education throughout the world. Principles
and practices. Pre-req. 200 or 400.
/Spring/
*{To be added when possible)
482

Stylistics.

(3)

Linguistics for students of literature. Applications of
linguistic theory to literary criticism. Pre-req. 200 or 400.
/Fall alternate years/
*(To be added when possible)
PART II
(Courses which follow are ones that are currently offered, which
are considered of interest or value to linguistics students.)
Anthropology.
405.
660.
661.
352.

North American Indian Languages.
Methods of Comparative Linguistics.
Types of Linguistic Structures.
Verbal Art.
Conununicative Disorders.

280.
430.
437.
530.
537.
558.

Scientific Bases of Speech.
Development of Speech and Language.
Aphasia.
Language Disorders in Children.
Seminar in Aphasia.
Special Tests in Speech Pathology.
Curriculum and Instruction.

435L.
481.
532.
535L.
581.

Remedial Reading Problems.
Education Across Cultures in the Southwest.
The Reading Process.
Practicum in Learning Disabilities (when on reading or
language topics).
Bilingual Education.
Educational Foundations.

547.

Topics.

(When on Language Learning, Psycholinguistics, etc.)

Elementary Education.
33 1L. Teaching of Reading in the Elementa:y Schools.
333L. Teaching Oral and Written Language in the Elementary School.
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3D·
431.
433.
531.
533.

The Reading Program in the Elementary School.
Oral and Written Language Programs in the Elementary
School.
Seminar in Teaching Reading.
Seminar in the Language Arts.
Secondary Education.

430.
436.
440.
441.
445.
520.
556.

Teaching of Communication Arts.
Teaching of English.
Teaching of French.
Teaching of Spanish.
Teaching of German.
Instructional Trends in the Communication Arts.
Pro Seminar in Problems of Language Instruction.
Engineering.

430.
537.
647.

Simulation Languages.
Formal Languages and Automata.
Introduction to Artifical Intelligence.
English.

436.
441.
445.
573.
630.

Teaching of English.
English Granunar.
History of the English Language .
Language.
Studies in Language.
Mathematics and Statistics.

355.
455.

Progranuning Languages and their Translation.
Mathematical Logic.
Modern and Classical Languages.

516 . Old Provencal-Old Catalan.
517 . Comparative Romance Philology.
311-312. Introduction to Navajo.
311-312 . Introduction to Quechua.
4 05. French Phonology.
440 . Teaching of French.
501. History of the French Language.
4 05. German Phonology.
445. Teaching of German.
5 01. History of the Portuguese Language.
311 . Southwest Spanish.
.
44 o. Spanish Linguistics for the High School Teacher .
!41. Teaching of Spanish.
53 · Spanish Phonology.
47 0 . History of the Spanish Languag7.
~40. Seminar in the Language of Spain or Spanish America.
5 41 · Research Methods for Teachers .
42 • The Structure of Spanish.
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554.
556.
570.
110.

Spanish Linguistics: Theory and Application to Teaching.
Spanish Linguistics: Problems of Language Instruction.
Spanish Historical Grammar.
Introduction to Swahili.
Philosophy.

145 Thought and Expression.
256. Introduction to Logic.
352. Theory of Knowledge.
356-357. Symbolic Logic.
385. Philosophy of Mind.
442. Individual Philosophers (when on a language philosopher).
445. Philosophy of Language.
655. Ph.D. Seminar in Epistemology.
Psychology.
373.
428.
463.
525.
528.
561.
562.
563.
568.
573.

Cross-Cultural Psychology.
Cognitive Development.
Learning and Conceptual Processes.
Seminar on Piaget.
Seminar in Cognitive Development.
Theories of Learning.
Human Learning and Cognition.
Seminar in Human Learning: Transfer and Memory.
Cognitive Processes.
Seminar on Cross-Cultural Research in Cognitive Development, Learning, Thinking, and Perception.
Speech Communication.

315.
350.
354.
359.
403.
411.
415.
543.

Problems of Interpersonal Corrununication.
General semantics.
The Nature of Language.
Language and Culture.
History of the English Language.
Theories of communication.
Advanced Interpersonal Cornrnunic~tio~.
Seminar in Interpersonal Cornrnun1cat1on.
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BACHELOR OF ENGINEERING DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
The Bachelor of Engineering degree requ ires completion of 130
hours of credit, with the following general provisions.
1.

CORE REQUIREMENTS:
Common to all options in the BE degree
program, total of 62 hours.
Mathematics:
162
163
264
Elective
Basic Sciences:
Chern lOlL
Phys 160
Phys 161
Electives

4
4
4

~-3~(200 level or higher)
15
4
3
3

6

(selected from chemistry
physics, biology or geology)

16
Humanities and Social Sciences:
3
Eng 101
3
Communication Skills
12
Electives

18
Basic Engineering:
CE 104
CE 102
Engr Mechanics xxx
EE&CS 203

4
3
3
3

13
Total hours in core

62
9

2.

Unrestricted Electives

3.

OPTION REQUIREMENTS: A total of 59 hours exclusive of the
core courses (including at least 2 credit hours of experimental engineering laboratory), to be approved by the option
committee.
The option committee is encouraged to allow flexibility, with the individual program of study for each student
being guided by an advisor or advisory committee. The following general requirements must be satisfied:
Option: Minimum of 36 credit hours, taken from engineering,
mathematics, natural and physical sciences, of which at
least 24 hours shall be 300 level or above. At lease 12
hours shall be chosen from the engineering sciences.
Supporting Work: A minimum of 12 hours selected to form a
cohesive group of courses complementing the option.

"'· --..:z.
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POLICIES GOVERNING THE BACHELOR OF
ENGINEERING DEGREE
1.

2.

The procedure policy for proposal of individual optior.s
under BE.
a.

A detailed proposal including proposed curriculum;
listing of qualified faculty;
special needs such as new courses, additional
library holdings, laboratory equipment, and other
items of budgetary implications; and justification
for the option.

b.

Endorsement by the curriculum corrunittee
who will submit the option proposals to the
Engineering faculty.

c.

Approval by the Dean of Engineering with regard to
budgetary matters.

d.

Engineering faculty approval by simple majority.

The policy on administration of the program:
a.

The BE program shall be administered by the office
of the Dean of Engineering.

b.

Each option shall have a corrunittee of interested
and competent faculty.
The chairman o f which sha~l
act in liaison with the Dean's office.

c.

The faculty committee in charge of the option shall
be responsible for the curriculum in that option,
and the student programs in that option.

